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PRESENTATION
Casa de la India in Spain is a pioneering foundation established in 2003 as a platform to promote relations
between the civil societies of Spain and India in cultural, academic, institutional and business areas, and to
raise awareness in Spain of the diversity of Indian contemporary culture and society.
In order to achieve its specific aims and objectives to facilitate a greater level of cooperation and exchange
between the two countries, Casa de la India relies on the support of the Foundation’s three founding bodies and
patrons, the Republic of India through the Embassy of India in Spain, Valladolid City Council and the University
of Valladolid, and also the invaluable collaboration of the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR).
This report offers a summary of the activities that Casa de la India has organised, managed and participated
in throughout 2012.
In 2012, there was a full agenda of activities in the following areas; institutional, cultural, educational, and
cooperation and enterprise. A catalogue of activities, projects and proposals relating to all our areas of
involvement to encourage cultural promotion, knowledge and the visibility of one country in the other, and
so to favour greater interaction and exchange.
In 2012 a historical milestone for Spain-India relations was the visit by HRH King Juan Carlos of Spain
to India. On a state visit, the King visited Mumbai and Delhi from October 24th to 27th, accompanied by
four Spanish Government ministers (Foreign Affairs; Defence; Industry, Energy and Tourism; and Public
Works and Transport) and a large trade delegation to boost diplomatic, business and cooperation relations.
The cordiality and the many business and institutional meetings that formed this visit proved unquestionably
the maturity that has been reached in the relations between Spain and India. The two countries who have
always admired each other are now, despite the global economic crisis, seeing the fruits of years of effort
for rapprochement, cooperation and exchange for mutual benefit. There are still many challenges to be
faced, but the security of these ever stronger and more diverse ties, and above all a greater degree of
mutual understanding, means it is possible to go much farther towards strengthening this friendship.
The King himself, at the beginning of his visit in Mumbai, thanked the people and bodies that had
contributed to bringing Spain closer to India, a country with which he believes Spain could face “the
challenges of globalisation”
India’s presence in Spain has also become more visible due to Casa de la India’s commitment to new
technologies when it comes to developing new tools for diffusion and cooperation. At the beginning of the
year, Ambassador of India to Spain, Sunil Lal, presented indianet.es, the virtual platform for information
and collaboration, at the Embassy of India in Madrid in April. The Indian Minister of Foreign Affairs, S.M.
Krishna, chaired the event.
Another important milestone for Casa de la India this year came in the form of José Paz’s generous
donation of his “Rabindranath Tagore” collection to the Foundation. The Spanish (Galicia) educator and
Tagore scholar has over many years amassed one of the world’s largest private collections of material on
and by Tagore, comprising over 30,000 documents in different languages, including many first editions in
Bengali and also in several European languages. This collection will be the starting point for the planned
Rabindranath Tagore Study and Research Centre which will form part of the Casa de la India Library.
With regards to cultural activities, Casa de la India’s “Tagore Universe” project was brought to a close in
May. The year-long programme, supported by UNESCO in Spain, celebrating the 150th birth anniversary
of the universal genius Rabindranath Tagore began on May 7th in 2011 and ran until May 2012. A wide and
diverse range of activities to do with Tagore were organised throughout the year in various cities around
Spain, including the international writing competition “Inspired by Tagore”, helped us to rediscover this
great humanist in all his facets – as a writer, educator, thinker, painter and composer.
In addition, Casa de la India organised a regular programme of performing arts, book presentations,
lectures, cinema and exhibitions with a wide range of activities in collaboration with the Indian Council
for Cultural Relations (ICCR), the Embassy of India in Spain and other bodies. Events that stand out in
this years programming include Casa de la India’s presence, once again, at the Hay Festival in September
in Segovia (facilitated by the signing of a collaboration agreement between Casa de la India and the Hay
Festival); the organisation, in collaboration with the Spain-India Council Foundation, of the II Spain-India
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Fashion Meeting at the beginning of June in Madrid and Valladolid including professional meetings and
fashion shows; and the second edition of the India in Concert Festival, also in June, a sample of classical
Indian performing arts and music with performances by some of the great Indian masters and artistic
legends, which took place in Madrid and Valladolid.
Regarding Casa de la India’s cultural programme it is also worth mentioning our collaborations, specifically
in the area of cinema, in this year’s edition of SEMINCI, Valladolid’s International Film Festival, with the
film cycle titled “the Other Side of Bollywood”; and also with the presence of an important Spanish film
delegation in the Mumbai International Film Festival in October, headed by the Spanish Ministry of Culture’s
Academy of Cinematographic Arts and Sciences (ICAA), which helped to set a basis for future coproduction
initiatives such as shooting, distribution and the screening of Indian films in Spain and vice versa. In this
context, the signing of a bilateral audiovisual coproduction treaty between the two countries during a
state visit to India at this same time by HRH King Juan Carlos of Spain was of paramount importance.
The signing of the treaty reflected the efforts of the ICAA and Casa de la India in this area through the
Spanish Film Festival in India since its first edition in 2006.
In the area of education, there has been a very varied programme of events and activities to introduce
the general public and students of all levels to the complex reality of traditional and contemporary India.
Professor Shrish Jaswal, who has held the ICCR Hindi Language Chair at the University of Valladolid since
2011, again gave regular Hindi language courses at the University of Valladolid Language Centre. Apart
from Casa de la India’s regular programme of seminars and lectures, the outstanding academic event of
the year was the organisation of the European Hindi Conference in March. The Conference, organised
jointly by the University of Valladolid Centre for Asian Studies, the Indian Ministry for External Affairs,
the Embassy of India in Spain, and Casa de la India, brought together over forty academics from over
twenty countries with the aim of debating the state of the teaching and diffusion of the Hindi language
in Europe, considering that Hindi is one of India’s official languages and numbers almost 500 million
speakers in India and around the world. Last but not least, we must also say that the activities offered by
the regular Escuela de la India intercultural education programme, as always, were very well received and
enjoyed by the thousands of primary and secondary school children and youngsters across the region
who partook in them.
In the area of cooperation and enterprise, we can highlight the VI Spain-India Tribune, organised by
Casa Asia and the Indian Council of World Affairs (ICWA) and Casa de la India in New Delhi, India on
March 21st and 22nd. This edition of the Tribune, with the support of the Spain-India Foundation Council,
counted on the participation of civil society and government representatives from both countries where
the emphasis was on the areas of economy, politics and business. In the business area Casa de la India has
played a key role in the coordination of visits, delegations and conferences, such as with the Valladolid
City Council for the Millennium International Inventions and Inventors Fair in Valladolid held in June. Also
in June, led by Casa de la India, the City of Valladolid welcomed the visit of a group of ten “Future Indian
Leaders” through the first edition of the Spain-India Council Foundation’s programme. The aim of this
programme is to present an updated version of Spanish reality to a select group of high profile Indian
professionals and opinion makers, with the hope of fostering and maintaining special ties on a mediumand long-term basis.
With this wide ranging and diverse programme in 2012 Casa de la India has worked clearly to establish
links for long-lasting collaborations between India and Spain, with multiple parallel initiatives aimed at
strengthening cooperation between institutions, business people, professionals, academics and artists,
firmly rooted in culture, education and mutual awareness in order to contribute to the palpable and
necessary rapprochment of the two great societies and cultures of Asia and Europe, of East and West.
We dedicate this collective effort, and this 2012 edition of the Casa de la India Activity Report, to the
unforgettable sitarist Pandit Ravi Shankar. A member of the Foundation’s Council of Honour since it’s
constitution in 2003, he passed away on December 11th 2012 in California at 92 yeas of age. Ravi Shankar
dedicated his life to forming a bridge between East and West as an Ambassador for Indian music in the
world and he brought India and her art into the world’s limelight like no-one before had managed to
do, becoming not only the first Indian pop icon, the inventor of world music, but also in an exceptional
translator and messenger who believed in art, and in music, as a vehicle for understanding, personal
harmony and universal peace among people.
Guillermo Rodríguez Martín
Director
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1. INSTITUTIONAL
1.1. B
 OARD OF TRUSTEES OF
THE CASA DE LA INDIA FOUNDATION
CASA DE LA INDIA FOUNDATION BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETINGS IN 2012
Two Ordinary Board Meetings were held at Casa de la India on June 28th and December 18th in 2012.
The Board of Trustees, comprising representatives from the Embassy of India in Spain, Valladolid City
Council and the University of Valladolid, is the highest governing body of the Casa de la India Foundation
and is responsible for its management and control. It is composed of a President, a Vice-president and
vocal members. The presidency is rotary and is held successively for two-year periods by the Mayor of
Valladolid City Council and by the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Valladolid.
During 2012 the Board of Trustees underwent several changes. In the meeting of June 28th the Mayor
of Valladolid, Francisco Javier León de la Riva took over from the Vice Chancellor of the University of
Valladolid as President of the Foundation. At the same meeting, Biraja Prasad, Counsellor of the Embassy
of India in Spain, formally accepted a position on the Board as a vocal member.
In the December 18th meeting José María Marbán Prieto, Pro Vice-Chancellor of International Relations
and University Extension, was named as the University of Valladolid’s vocal member on the Board, taking
the place of Luis Santos Domínguez, Pro Vice-Chancellor of Internationalisation and University Extension.
The Board of Trustee members as at the last board meeting held on December 18th 2012 were as follows:
President
Mr. Francisco Javier León de la Riva
Mayor, Valladolid City Council
Vice president
Mr. Marcos Sacristán Represa
Vice-Chancellor, University of Valladolid
VOCAL MEMBERS
Mr. Sunil Lal
Ambassador of India to Spain
Mrs. Mercedes Cantalapiedra Álvarez
Councillor for Trade, Culture and Tourism, Valladolid City Council
Mr. José María Marbán Prieto
Pro Vice-Chancellor of International Relations and University Extension of the University of Valladolid
Mr. Biraja Prasad
Counsellor of the Embassy of India in Spain
SecretarY
Dr. Guillermo Rodríguez Martín
Director, Casa de la India

1.2. COUNCIL OF HONOUR IN 2012
Honorary board members are drawn from outstanding personalities and institutions whose functions
are honorific and consultative with the aim of providing a better service for the Foundation. Her Royal
Highness Princess Irene of Greece holds the Presidency of the Council of Honour. In 2012, businessman
Ratan Tata and maestro Zubin Mehta were among the distinguished members of the Council of Honour.
The Council mourned the loss of the legendary musician Ravi Shankar who passed away on December
11th at the age of 92.
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1.3. FRIENDS AND BOARD OF FRIENDS OF CASA DE LA INDIA
The Casa de la India Board of Friends (Junta de Amigos) acts to promote, stimulate and support cultural
and educational initiatives, such as management and cooperation programmes between India and Spain.
As well as encouraging involvement with people interested in Indian culture and society, becoming a
Friend (Amigo) of Casa de la India allows for more frequent contact with the Foundation and privileged
participation in the regular activities and special events organised by Casa de la India.

FRIENDS OF CASA DE LA INDIA
One of the main aims of the Casa is to offer its visitors a variety of services which cater to their interests
and needs. To better take advantage of the activities and services offered, all our visitors are invited to
become Friends (Amigos) of Casa de la India, by means of an annual contribution, which allows them
to enjoy a range of benefits and discounts as well as receiving monthly updates concerning all the
activities organised by Casa de la India.

BOARD OF FRIENDS OF CASA DE LA INDIA
The Casa de la India Board of Friends (Junta de Amigos) as a body of the Casa de la India Foundation is
defined in the Statutes of the Foundation. The purpose of the Board of Friends is to propose, suggest,
and collaborate in initiatives related to the Foundation’s objectives. The Board of Friends regulations
allow for the following types of members:
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•

Benefactor Friends

•

Sponsor Friends

•

Collaborator Friends

•

Emeritus Friends
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1.4. I NSTITUTIONAL COLLABORATIONS WITH
OTHER ORGANISATIONS
CASA DE LA INDIA AND THE SPAIN-INDIA COUNCIL FOUNDATION
Casa de la India has been on the board of trustees of the Spain-India Council Foundation, whose presidency
is held by Antonio Escámez, since its creation in April 2009. Supported by the Spanish Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Cooperation, the Foundation works to promote relations of mutual interest between the civil
societies of India and Spain in areas such as economic, commercial and business cooperation, as well as
in cultural, scientific, civic, educational and environmental sectors. As a board member Casa de la India
was invited to participate in the Foundation’s biannual board meetings held on May 17th and November
29th in Madrid.
During the 9th Spain-India Council Foundation’s board meeting held on May 17th the foundation’s president,
Antonio Escámez, and Casa de la India director, Guillermo Rodriguez, were able to fully evaluate the
Tagore Universe project for which the two foundations signed a collaboration agreement in 2011. The
project was designed to commemorate the 150th birth anniversary of Rabindranath Tagore in Spain as part
of the UNESCO declared Rabindranath Tagore year. The activities of this year-long programme, that began
in May 2011 in Valladolid and continued through to May 2012, were organised and held in Madrid, Barcelona
and Segovia, during the Hay Festival, and at Casa de la India in Valladolid.

INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS WITH THE EUROINDIA CENTRE
The EuroIndia Centre is a network of more than sixty members – academics, experts, companies, cities
and other bodies (universities, training centres etc.) – from India and Europe. The centre’s president in
2012 was Colette Mathur and the general secretariat is held by Michel Sabatier. Board members include
the Valladolid City Council and Casa de la India.
In the twenty-fifth meeting of the Board of Directors of the of EuroIndia Centre on June 29th in Paris
three new members joined the Board (Girish Bhagat, Mumbai, Debashish Nayak, and Madhana Ratnavel
Ahmedabad, Chennai), and Colette Mathur was reelected as president of the organization. The main
objective of this meeting, in which the Director of Casa de la India participated as a vocal member, was
to discuss the planning of the sixth EuroIndia Summit to be held in 2013 in India. The EuroIndia Centre
network, based in La Rochelle, France, has been represented in Spain by its Spain Desk which has been
based at Casa de la India since the 24th of June 2010.

1.5. INSTITUTIONAL EVENTS
Since its founding Casa de la India has aimed is to promote a greater awareness of India in Spain by serving
as a platform for collaboration and cooperation between institutions. As a foundation created by three
public entities, the Republic of India, through the Embassy of India in Spain, Valladolid City Council and the
University of Valladolid, this function is considered to be of the highest importance.

PRESENTATION OF THE INDIANET.ES PLATFORM AT THE EMBASSY OF INDIA
WITH THE INDIAN MINISTER FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
April 20TH, Embassy of India, Madrid
The Indian Minister for External Affairs, Shri S.M. Krishna, on an official visit to Spain, presided over the
launch of the on-line platform indianet.es.at the Embassy of India in Madrid. The Ambassador of the
Republic of India to Spain, Sunil Lal was in charge of the presentation of the platform. Indianet.es, the
virtual platform designed by Divisa IT, is a joint initiative of Casa de la India and the Embassy of India in
Spain. This new portal will serve as an information and diffusion point for activities related to India in Spain
and regarding the relations between the two countries, as well as a meeting space and tool for communities
working in fields related to India. To this end this portal offers its users public and private spaces.
The public area offers general information on events, news, announcements, publications and blogs
related to activities about India in Spain or about the links between the two countries. The private area
allows users to network, participate, collaborate, and work together by joining communities that fall
within defined areas of interest (education, culture, society and enterprise).
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INDIAN GOVERNMENT FRIENDSHIP AWARD FOR CASA DE LA INDIA DIRECTOR
April 20TH, Embassy of India, Madrid
Guillermo Rodriguez, Director of Casa de la India, received the Friendship Award from the Indian Minister
for External Affairs, Shri S.M. Krishna. The minister was on an official visit to Spain to attend the annual
meeting of Indian ambassadors based in Europe. The minister made time in his schedule, before going
on an official visit to the Spanish Royal Palace, to present the indianet.es online platform at the Embassy
of India in Madrid and to hand the award to Guillermo Rodriguez “in recognition of his outstanding
contribution to Spain-India cultural relations”, as is inscribed on the plaque.

DONATION OF JOSÉ PAZ TAGORE LIBRARY TO CASA DE LA INDIA
July 4th
The Casa de la India Foundation signed an agreement on July 4th with the Galician educator and Tagore
specialist José Paz to receive his library dedicated to Rabindranath Tagore in donation. This collection
is considered to be the most important private collection in the world on the Nobel Prize winning
Bengali. Casa de la India’s three Board of Trustees members were represented at the highest level by
the Ambassador of India to Spain, Sunil Lal, the Mayor of Valladolid, Francisco Javier León de la Riva and
the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Valladolid, Marcos Sacristán Represa.
The Mayor of Valladolid highlighted the fact that in receiving one of the most important collections
in the world on Tagore, Casa de la India has become a global point of reference for researchers.
José Paz, for his part, stressed the personal importance for him of being able to disseminate the culture
of a country such as India. The educator, who started his collection when he was 16, stated that he was
donating his collection in the spirit of Tagore, who believed in three basic principles: goodness, truth
and beauty.
This collection comprises around 30,000 volumes in many different languages from all over the world,
including the main European languages, with numerous first editions in Bengali. The collection also
has books and studies about the author, works dedicated to his three educational institutions: the
new Santiniketan school, the Sriniketan farm-school and the International Visva-Bharati University,
periodicals directed and founded by Tagore, more than 2,000 music CDs, videos, documentaries, pictures,
prints, photographs and postage stamps. This collection will form the core of the "Rabindranath Tagore
Study and Research Centre" which, as part of the Casa de la India library, which will have as its main
purpose the preservation, study and promotion of the work of the Bengali genius.
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CELEBRATION OF INDIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY
AUGUST 15TH, PARQUE DE LA PAZ, VALLADOLID
Almost 100 members of Valladolid’s Indian community came together on August 15th in the city’s Parque
de la Paz (Peace Park) at the statue of Mahatma Gandhi to celebrate the 65th anniversary of the India’s
independence. (August 15th is coincidentally a national holiday in Spain also.)
Biju Ambazhakadan, founder of the Indian Cultural Association of Castilla y León, Thomas Thotapily,
the Association’s president and Guillermo Rodríguez, Director of Casa de la India, took part in this
ceremonious event in which the Indian community praised Gandhi’s principles of non-violence and
remembered those who gave their lives in the fight for Indian independence so that future generations
would have a better life.
The Association which represents the Indian community in Castilla y León, who are mostly from the
south-Indian state of Kerala, organises diverse cultural activities. The association provides a support
network not only for its members but also for many of the Indian immigrants who arrive in Valladolid
looking for work, helping to get to know the city and learn Spanish.

COMMEMORATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL DAY OF NON-VIOLENCE
October 2nd, Valladolid
The International Day of Non-Violence was set as the 2nd of October by the United Nations to coincide
with the birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi (2nd October 1869). In commemoration, Casa de la India
and Valladolid City Council paid tribute to Mahatma Gandhi in Valladolid’s Parque de la Paz (Peace Park)
by placing flowers at a statue of the Mahatma which has been in the park since 2001. Several members
of the Indian Cultural Association of Castilla y León were also present at the commemoration.
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STATE VISIT OF HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF SPAIN TO INDIA
October 24th – 27th, Mumbai and New Delhi
HRH King Juan Carlos I of Spain paid a state visit to India (Mumbai and New Delhi) from October 24th to
27th 2012 accompanied by four Spanish Ministers (Foreign Affairs; Defence; Industry, Energy and Tourism;
Infrastructure and Transport) and a high level business delegation. The first event attended by His Majesty
was a reception at the emblematic Taj Mahal Palace Hotel in Mumbai given in his honour for two hundred of
the almost one thousand members of the Spanish community living and working in Mumbai. The Spanish
community includes mostly business people, missionaries, voluntary workers, civil servants, teachers and
artists. The Director of Casa de la India also attended this reception as part of the Spanish film delegation
headed by the Spanish Ministry of Culture’s Academy of Cinematographic Arts and Sciences (ICAA).
During this trip to India, Casa de la India director, Guillermo Rodriguez, participated in various meetings
with representatives of the Indian film Industry during the Mumbai International Film Festival (MIFF) as
well as the signing by HRH the King of Spain of the India-Spain audio-visual co-production agreement.
During this reception, King Juan Carlos addressed the audience stressing that each of them in their “daily
business contributed to bringing the two countries closer and creating a rich framework for Spain-India
relations”. He thanked those present for their efforts in bringing Spain closer to a country with which it
hopes to meet “the challenges of globalisation”. “Today, our societies can only progress in an atmosphere
that is open, stable and safe”, he said, adding that “and where we want to be is in India and with India”.

Ambassador Sunil Lal greets HRH King Juan Carlos
on his arrival at Mumbai airport

In New Delhi the Director of Casa de la India also attended the opening of the photographic exhibition
“The Royal Family in India” comprising photographs belonging to the Spanish news agency EFE.
The exhibition, held at the Cervantes Institute in New Delhi, was inaugurated by the Spanish Ministers
for Industry, Energy and Tourism, José Manuel Soria and the Minister for Infrastructure and Transport,
Ana Pastor, and the president of the EFE Agency, José Antonio Vera.
His Majesty the King of Spain addresses the Spanish community
of Mumbai, accompanied (from left to right) by the Consul General
of Spain in Mumbai, Domingo Manso; the Spanish Minister for
Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, , José Manuel García-Margallo;
the Head of the Spanish Royal Household, Rafael Spottorno, and
the Ambassador of Spain to India, Gustavo de Arístegui.

DIWALI, CELEBRATION OF THE HINDU NEW YEAR
NOVEMBER 16th
In celebration of Diwali, the festival of lights, Casa de la India welcomed in the Hindu New Year with
the puja ritual followed by a Bollywood dance performance by Sneha Mistri, who also encouraged the
audience to dance with her, and the party continued with Indian music and snacks. The celebration was
open to Amigos (friends) of Casa de la India as well as the general public.
The Director of Casa de la India celebrated Diwali twice this year – he was invited by the president of
the Hindustani Club of South Gran Canaria, Rakesh Ahuja, to join the Indian community of the Canary
Islands in their festivities. The Mayor of San Bartolomé de Tirajana, Marco Aurelio Pérez, also enjoyed
the celebrations.
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1.6. AGREEMENTS
In order to better achieve its aims, the Casa de la India Foundation can establish links and relationships
with other bodies deemed to be suitable and formalise agreements with organisations and institutions
be they public, private, national or foreign. During 2012, Casa de la India signed the following agreements:
Framework Memorandum of Understanding (M.O.U.) with the Hay Festival signed on October 3rd to
promote activities and relations between the Hay Festival and Casa de la India in the areas of culture
and ideas not only during the annual Hay Festival in Segovia (Spain) but also to hold events at Casa de
la India in Valladolid.
Specific M.O.U. with the Hay Festival to organise cultural activities related to India during the 2012 Hay
Festival, signed September 8th.
Donation agreement for the José Paz Rabindranath Tagore library, signed with José Paz at Casa de
la India on July 4th.

1.7. GRANTS
Throughout 2012 Casa de la India has taken advantage of several grant and subsidy programmes of
differing types. In order for Casa de la India to fully meet the demands and objectives laid out in its
Statutes, it relies on the various grant and aid programmes offered by differing public administrations.
In 2012, Casa de la India participated in the following schemes:

COLLABORATION GRANTS FOR TRAINING TASKS IN UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID CENTRES
AND SERVICES
These grants are aimed at under and post graduate students at the University of Valladolid in order to
give them extra-curricular training by participating and collaborating in projects at differing University
centres and services. Between February and July 2012 Casa de la India received one grant student
through this programme.

WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMME, MASTER IN CULTURAL INDUSTRIES MANAGEMENT,
UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID
This programme for work experience, regulated by an agreement between Casa de la India and the
University of Valladolid, was set up so that the student could see and learn first-hand about Casa de la
India – its structure, how it is run, work practices and techniques etc. as a practical complement to the
studies being followed. Casa de la India had one student under this programme from April to June 2012.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMME, REGIONAL GOVERNMENT OF CASTILLA AND LEÓN
AND CICERÓN OF CASTILLA AND LEÓN
Until May 2012, Casa de la India had two students for vocational training through this programme aimed at
students of Vocational Training courses. Later in the year, from September 2012, Casa de la India received
two new interns through this programme. All the interns received through this scheme collaborated in
Casa de la India’s educational project, Escuela de la India (India School).
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2. CULTURE
One of the main objectives of the Casa de la India Foundation is the dissemination of Indian culture
in Spain. To this end Casa de la India dedicates a large part of its efforts and resources to organising
cultural activities. The richness and complex diversity of Indian culture is reflected in the varied cultural
program offered which includes music and dance performances, poetry recitals, conferences, film
screenings, book presentations and exhibitions.

2.1. CULTURAL FESTIVALS
2.1.1. TAGORE UNIVERSE
The Tagore Universe project was a Casa de la India initiative with the aim of encompassing differing
institutional proposals and events which, coinciding with the 150th birth anniversary of Rabindranath
Tagore, wanted to honour this great universal humanist and reflect through a programme of cultural and
educational activities the multiple facets of his genius. Coordinated by Casa de la India in collaboration
with the Embassy of India in Spain and other institutions, the activities began in the first week of May
and continued throughout 2011 until May 2012 in Valladolid and other cities in Spain. The year-long series
of events and activities included film cycles, exhibitions, lectures, roundtable discussions, workshops,
meetings and seminars with experts and artists from India, Spain and other European countries.
This extensive and varied programme was brought to a close on May 8th with the Prize giving ceremony
for the International Writing Competition “Inspired by Tagore” and a music and poetry recital dedicated
to Rabindranath Tagore.

INTERNATIONAL WRITING COMPETITION “INSPIRED BY TAGORE“
Casa de la India, in collaboration with the regional daily newspaper El Norte de Castilla and the bookshop
Oletvm, organised the International Writing Competition “Inspired by Tagore” as part of the activities organised
to celebrate the 150th birth anniversary of Rabindranath Tagore (1861 – 1941). 109 entries were presented
from Spain, Argentina, Cuba, El Salvador, the United States of America, Ecuador, Peru, Mexico, Colombia,
The Dominican Republic, Romania and India. The judges of the competition were Mercedes Cantalapiedra Álvarez
(City of Valladolid Councillor for Culture and Tourism), Carlos Fernández Aganzo (editor of "El Norte de Castilla"),
Guillermo Rodríguez Martín (Director of Casa de la India) and acting secretary David Rodríguez Gómez (Casa de
la India librarian). The jury agreed on the following winners for the categories defined: category A, for entrants
between the ages of 8 and 11, the first prize was awarded to Prajakta Martín Hernández for Frases para pensar
(Phrases to make you think) and second prize to Kajol Tapias Rodríguez for La gran tormenta (The Great Storm). In
category B, for entrants between the ages of 11 and 15, the first prize went to Carmen Vázquez de Castro ÁlvarezBuylla for Un paseo meditando (A thoughtful walk), and a joint second prize for Daniela Madeira for La leyenda
de las nubes (The legend of the clouds) and for Julia Calañas Prieto for Tagore y yo (Tagore and I) In category C,
for over 16s’, Lucía García Vega was awarded fist prize for her essay Soñando tigres en barcos de papel (Dreaming
of tigers in paper boats) and second prizes were awarded to Javier Castrillo Salvador por Presenciando el oficio
(Witnessing the art of the poet), Soledad Sánchez Mulas for Niño jugando en la playa (Child playing on the beach)
and Daer Pozo Ramírez for Confesiones junto a la lámpara de barro (Lamplight Confessions).
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LECTURE: “IN PEACE WE COME: RABINDRANATH TAGORE”
MARCH 14TH
Udaya Narayana Singh, Pro Vice-Chancellor of the Visva-Bharati University in Santiniketan, India
(founded by Rabindranath Tagore), who holds the Tagore Research Chair, Rabindra Bhavan, gave
the lecture “In Peace We Come: Rabindranath Tagore” at Casa de la India. The lecturer spoke about
Tagore’s belief and involvement in international cooperation and how Tagore believed in universalism,
internationalism and cooperation for world peace and that as such was a precursor of tools and bodies
that work for peace and understanding between peoples like the UNESCO.

CLOSING ACT OF THE “TAGORE UNIVERSE” PROGRAMME
MAY 8th
The programme of activities organised during the “Tagore Universe” project in celebration of his 150th
birth anniversary was brought to a close after a year of activities and was organised to coincide with
Tagore’s birth date (May 7th).
The closing act began with the Prize giving ceremony for the International Writing Competition “Inspired
by Tagore” followed by a poetry and music recital where Carlos Aganzo, Angélica Tanarro, Esperanza
Ortega, José Paz, Shrish Jaswal and José María Muñoz Quirós, read a selection of Tagores poems in
Bengali, English and Spanish accompanied by musician Ido Segal (hamsa veena, violin and guitar) and
bharatanatyam dancer Mónica de la Fuente.

2.1.2. INDIA IN CONCERT FESTIVAL
June 19th – 26th, MADRID, VALLADOLID and GRANADA
The Embassy of India in Spain and Casa de la India in collaboration with the Indian Council for Cultural
Relations (ICCR) and the "la Caixa" Foundation organised the second India in concert festival from
June 19th to 26th in Madrid (Caixa Forum), Valladolid (LAVA Theatre – Concha Velasco Hall) and Granada
(Gardens at the Palace of Los Córdova). The Festival tries to bring India’s talent, creativity and cultural
richness to the Spanish public through its music and dance.
Hariprasad Chaurasia. Hindustani music from North India, bansuri flute.
June 19th, Caixa Forum Madrid.
June 23rd,  LAVA Theatre – Concha Velasco Hall  (Valladolid)
June 25th,  Gardens at the Palace of los Córdova (Granada)
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Maitreyee Pahari and company. "Lok Chhanda Cultural Unit", kathak dance.
June 20th, Caixa Forum Madrid
June 22nd, LAVA Theatre – Concha Velasco Hall (Valladolid)

Narmada Gopalakrishnan. Classical carnatic music from South India, violin.
June 21st, Caixa Forum Madrid
June 24th, LAVA Theatre – Concha Velasco Hall (Valladolid)
June 26th, Gardens at the Palace of los Córdova (Granada)

2.1.3. HAY FESTIVAL
SEPTEMBER 22th - OCTOBER 7th, SEGOVIA AND VALLADOLID
For the second year running Casa de la India collaborated with the Spanish edition of the Hay Festival
of Literature and Arts based in Segovia that acts as a meeting point for writers, filmmakers and other
international personalities. This year India had a special presence with and exhibition on the Oscar
winning filmmaker Satyajit Ray produced by Casa de la India.

Exhibition: "Satyajit Ray: Meditations on India"
September 22th - October 7th, la Alhóndiga Exhibition Hall (Segovia)
Dedicated to Satyajit Ray (1921–1992), the Oscar winning filmmaker, this exhibition brought together
materials from all the artistic fields in which he was active: photographs, costume designs, posters,
sketches of storyboards for his films, clothes, photographs on film sets and of Ray himself taken by
Tarapada Banerjee, Marc Ribou and Hirak Sen.

"Free Voices": C. Raja Mohan, Antonio Garrigues Walker and Javier Moreno
September 22th, Aula Magna, IE University Santa Cruz la Real Campus (Segovia)
C. Raja Mohan, journalist specialised in the fields of international relations and globalisation, Antonio
Garrigues Walker, jurist and intellectual linked with humanitarian causes and Javier Moreno, Director
of the Spanish national daily newspaper “El Pais”, talked about the “globalised world”.
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Lecture: “Indian Perpectives of the current globalised world“
September 24th, Casa de la India
The prestigious Indian journalist and foreign affairs analyst C. Raja Mohan debated with Juan Manuel
Pérez (Castilla y León Television), Fernando Conde (ABC and El Norte de Castilla regional daily
newspapers), Carlos Aganzo (El Norte de Castilla, regional daily newspaper) and Guillermo Rodríguez
(Casa de la India).

Meeting with Meenakshi Gopinath
September 25th, University of Valladolid. Segovia Campus (Segovia)
First meeting with Dr Meenakshi Gopinath, current principal of the Lady Sri Ram College of the University
of Delhi which encourages women to assume positions of leadership and strive for co-existence and
non-violence. Dr Gopinath talked with Eva Navarro and the university students about the projects to which
she has dedicated her life such as the “Women Building Peace” campaign.

"Women Building Peace": Meenakshi Gopinath in conversation with Javier Gila
September 26th, Aida Bookshop, Segovia
This was the second meeting with Dr. Meenakshi Gopinath on the subject of Women Building Peace. She
talked with Javier Gila Lorenzo, President of the Asociación AIDA and expert in international co-operation.

Indian writing in English: Suresh Kohli in conversation with Guillermo Rodríguez
September 29th, Caja Segovia, Segovia
The writer and literary critic Suresh Kohli talked with Guillermo Rodríguez Martín, Director of Casa de
la India, about the evolution of Indian writing in English in the last few decades, going back as far the
author Salman Rushdie’s first books.

Documentary screening: ‘Magic Realism & After: Indian English Fiction 1981-2011’
September 29th, Segovia Film Library in the La Cárcel Cultural Centre, Segovia
October 1st, Casa de la India
Suresh Kohli presented his 2011 documentary “Magic Realism & After: Indian English Fiction 1981-2011”
which looks at Indians writing in English starting with ‘Midnight’s Children’ by Salman Rushdie to the
present day.
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Documentary screening: ‘Rabindranath Tagore’ by Satyajit Ray
September 29th, Segovia Film Library in the La Cárcel Cultural Centre, Segovia
Satyajit Ray’s documentary ‘Rabindranath Tagore’ was an accurate tribute to the life and work of Tagore.
This film first screened in 1961, commemorates the centenary of the birth of the Bengali author and won
awards in New Delhi, Locarno and Montevideo.

2.1.4. EXPERIENCE INDIA

SEPTEMBER 20TH AND 21ST, FERNANDO DE ROJAS THEATRE. CÍRCULO DE BELLAS ARTES, MADRID
SEPTEMBER 22ND, CASA DE LA INDIA

Casa de la India and the Círculo de Bellas Artes in Madrid organised the ‘Experience India’ festival, a
demonstration of new Indian music and dance creations with two shows that bring together personal
interpretations of the traditional cultural legacy of India with a new and contemporary vision open to
experimentation.
"The Voice of the Body" September 20th
Music and dance by Ravi Prasad and Mónica de la Fuente.
"Circle of Sound" September 21st and 22nd
Music by Soumik Datta and Bernhard Schimpelsberger.

2.2. EXHIBITIONS
2.2.1. EXHIBITIONS AT CASA DE LA INDIA
“WOMEN AND DEVELOPMENT IN RURAL INDIA:
HANDICRAFT AND TRADITIONAL DESIGN PROJECTS FINANCED WITH MICROCREDIT”
NOVEMBER 14TH – JANUARY 26TH
Casa de la India organised this exhibition in collaboration with the Spanish Agency for International
Cooperation for Development (AECID) and the Indian NGO ACCESS within the framework of the Global
Microcredit Summit 2011 held in Valladolid. As an activity parallel to the Summit, this was an information
and awareness initiative for specific projects in rural India carried out due to a policy of financial inclusion
and microcredit strategies for women. The exhibition outlined the different microfinance models in
use in India and highlighted the impact of microcredit projects in the handicraft industry for women
from different rural areas of India, particularly in the region of Rajasthan, as promoted by the Indian
NGO ACCESS. The display included an exhibition of items designed and produced by traditional Indian
artisans from these rural areas. The exhibition further comprised photographs showing the process of
design, manufacture and distribution of items, an explanation of the social, demographic and economic
empowerment of women in India, and a description of the Indian NGO ACCESS which works to promote
these initiatives that favour the social inclusion of women and other disadvantaged sectors.
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“THE COMIC IN INDIA”
MAY 11TH – JUNE 15TH, CASA DE LA INDIA
The aim of this exhibition was to demonstrate the popularity of the comic medium in India and
also how, in the last few years, Indian themes have become popular in this genre all over the world.
The Association Cultural El Planeta de los Cómics (Planet of the Comics Cultural Association), the Castilla
y León regional library and the Indian companies Liquid Comics and Diamond Comics collaborated to
bring this exhibition together. The exhibition outlined the history of the comic in India, including its
golden age in the 80s where new Indian superheroes were born, up to the present day. The exhibits
included well known comics from around the world that have stories set in India such as Tin Tin, Asterix
and Obelix, etc.

2.2.2. OTHER EXHIBITIONS
“KERALA – BENGAL: CROSSED CULTURES”
MARCH 5TH – APRIL 8TH, SOCIEDAD ECONÓMICA DE AMIGOS DEL PAÍS, MÁLAGA
This exhibition of photographs by Bengali photographer Subhrajit Basu, winner of the National
Geographic 2008 International Photo Contest Award, was held at the Sociedad Económica de Amigos
del País (Economic Society of Friends of the Country) of Malaga and organised by the Malaga City
Council Department of Culture in collaboration with Casa Asia and Casa de la India.The exhibition, which
comprised a selection of 33 large and medium photographs and a photographic essay reproduced
in video format, highlights the differences between Bengal and Kerala. The use of black and white
photography and the story behind each photograph, Subhrajit Basu, better known as Bodo, offers us a
social and economic radiographic view of India from a very human perspective. Through the portrayal
of daily life, this young artist from Calcutta has managed to bring together the diversity of his complex
country in one single exhibition.

“TRANSPORT TOWARDS TRANSPARENCY”
ABRIL 17TH 2012 – FEBRUARY 17TH 2013, SCIENCE MUSEM, VALLADOLID
An exhibition about energy models, sustainable mobility and the electric car, which traces the history
from the beginning of man, when the only mode of transport available was his own body, to the
development of the electric car; not forgetting the use of animals as a means of generating energy and
the birth of the conventional car. Casa de la India participated in this exhibition by loaning its typically
Indian cycle-rickshaw and a large painting akin to a cinema-hoarding depicting the cycle-rickshaw in use.

"SATYAJIT RAY: MEDITATIONS ON INDIA"
APRIL 21ST – MAY 19TH, PALACIO DE LA AUDIENCIA CULTURAL CENTRE, SORIA, AS PART OF THE SORIA ANNUAL BOOK FAIR
SEPTEMBER 22ND TO OCTOBER 7TH, LA ALHÓNDIGA EXHIBITION HALL, SEGOVIA, AS PART OF THE HAY FESTIVAL
The exhibition brings together material from all the artistic fields in which the Indian film director
Satyajit Ray was active. Not only his photographs, but his sketches, costume designs, the music scores
he composed for his films, where he combined his own compositions with those of classical western
music, posters designed by him, storyboards, costumes, photographs on film sets and of Ray himself
taken by Tarapada Banerjee, Marc Ribou and Hirak Sen. Ray showed us through his work what modern
India would be like with its social phenomenon: the attraction between East and West, the struggle
between tradition and modernity, the new role of the more independent woman in Indian society.
His films established a new poetic realism genre for Indian cinema which moved away from the
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mainstream Indian cinema of the time and the taste for Hollywood and which concentrated on authentic
Indian social and cultural realities. He influenced Akira Kurosawa, Elia Kazan, James Ivory and Martin
Scorsese. Ray died in his home town in 1992 three weeks after says before in the Spanish version!!!
receiving an honorary Oscar for Lifetime Achievement from the American Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences.
The exhibition was curated in 2006 by Cristina Carrillo de Albornoz and relied on the collaboration
of the Satyajit Ray Film and Study Collection at the University of California, Satyajit Ray Productions
and the Satyajit Ray Society.

“INDIAN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS”
APRIL 21ST – MAY 19TH,  PALACIO DE LA AUDIENCIA CULTURAL CENTRE, SORIA, AS PART OF THE SORIA ANNUAL BOOK FAIR
JUNE 4TH – 15TH, CASA DE CULTURA, ARROYO DE LA ENCOMIENDA, VALLADOLID, AS PART OF THE INDIAN CULTURAL WEEK
Indian music is known to be one of the oldest surviving musical traditions in the world and its instruments
reflect India’s great diversity of cultures and traditions. Most of these instruments have evolved over
centuries and each one has its own interesting history. This exhibition comprises 25 instruments
representative of the Indian range of sounds including string, wind and percussion instruments from
different parts of the country.

“MILLENNIUM” INTERNATIONAL INVENTIONS AND INVENTORS FAIR
JUNE 1ST – 3RD, MILLENNIUM DOME, VALLADOLID
The first edition of the “Millennium” International Inventions and Inventors Fair at which India was the
guest country and where the latest developments in the world of invention, innovation and patents
were on display. Casa de la India also had a promotional stand at the fair where some of the ‘inventions’
India has given to humankind were shown, such as the numbers ‘0’ and ‘pi’, or games such as chess and
Parcheesi. Thanks to the collaboration efforts of Casa de la India, the Embassy of India in Spain and
the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce (FICCI) in the fair, the participation of the following
Indian companies was secured: National Innovation Foundation Perpetuuiti TechnoSoft Services Pvt Ltd,
Neuecotechs and SiliconLabs Pvt.Limited.

“CASTILLA Y LEÓN’S TALENT”
FROM JULY 11TH 2012 ONWARDS, SCIENCE MUSEUM, VALLADOLID
Casa de la India collaborated in this new permanent exhibition which is a display of ingenious and
surprising gadgets designed by local inventors from the Castilla y León region. The exhibition also allows
a ‘guest invention’, form other Inventors Associations in Spain or other countries, which is regularly
changed. In the opening of this exhibition, with the collaboration of Casa de la India, the ‘guest invention’
selected was by Mansukhbhai Prajaprati – a black clay frying pan that does not require the use of oil and
at the same time heightens the flavours of the foods being cooked.
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2.3. CINEMA
2.3.1. FILM CYCLES
"INDIAN CITIES: PAST AND PRESENT"
FEBRUARY 2ND – 23RD, CASA DE LA INDIA
Casa de la India organised the film cycle “Indian cities: past and present” (Varanasi, Mumbai, Kolkata)
which included the documentaries Banaras me, Zindabad and Calcutta and the feature film The River.

Banaras me (2010, dir. David Varela, documentary), February 2nd.
Varanasi is one of the most ancient and sacred cities in the world; a place where a certain primitive echo
still survives, the favourite city of Shiva, God of creation and destruction, where senses and freedom go
hand in hand. In Varanasi, there lies hidden another city which we can make out through the mist, the
smoke and the sand – Kashi, the city of light. Throughout a whole year – in a never ending cycle – events
and rhythms occur that lead to drastic changes in the appearance of this Indian microcosm. Voices,
looks, music, the hands of men and the rituals to the gods – it is impossible to be indifferent in this city.
Everyone has their space and time. Each one has their own search.

Zindabad (2010, dir. Guillermo F. Flórez & Paul-Antoine Lemaille, documentary), February 9th.
Mumbai wants to become a ‘world class’ city. However, half the population lives in slums or on the streets
in subhuman conditions. Without land or barely a roof to live under as well as the constant fear of being
deported, the poor organise themselves and demand their rights from the State. Zindabad is the story
of their struggle.

Calcutta (1969, dir. Louis Malle, documentary), February 16th.
This is a moving documentary on the people, misery, lifestyles and customs in the city of Kolkata. Malle
offers a western view, shot over several weeks, total improvised, that allows the viewer to be immersed
in the reality of the city, without aesthetic concerns, no formal direction or recreation of scenes and so
establishing a personal relationship between the viewer and the events taking place on screen.

El río (1951, dir. Jean Renoir, drama), February 23rd.
Harriet and her friends, Valerie and Melanie, are daughters of colonial settler families living on the banks
of the river Ganges, near Kolkata. Captain John, an injured American war soldier visits the families and
soon becomes the first love of the teenage girls. Each girl lives the ‘romance’ true to her own character,
whilst the river continues marking the pace of life.

“DEEPA MEHTA”
JULY 5TH – 26TH, CASA DE LA INDIA
Film cycle of four films by the director and scriptwriter Deepa Mehta including the Elements Trilogy and
another more recent film:

FIRE (1996), July 5th.
Set in New Delhi, the story unfolds in the family home of two brothers, their mother and the sons’ wives.
In their unhappiness, the daughters in law find comfort and more in each other. According to Deepa
Mehta the film is a metaphor of contemporary Indian life.
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EARTH (1998), July 12th.
The second of Deepa Mehta’s films dedicated to the four elements. Earth, is set in Lahore and tells the
story of the Partition of India in 1947 as seen through the eyes of a young Parsi girl.

WATER (2005), July 19th.
The most critically acclaimed of the trilogy, Water received an Oscar nomination for best foreign film.
The film is set in 1938 colonial India, in the midst of the movement for independence headed by Mahatma
Gandhi and tells the story of how Chuyia, an 8 year old girl who is given in marriage to a dying man, is
widowed on her wedding night and then enters an ashram for widows where she is expected to spend
the rest of her life.

Heaven on Earth (2008), July 26th.
Chand is a young Punjabi woman who travels from India to Canada to marry a man she does not yet know
but her dreams of a new life turns into a nightmare. Heaven on Earth looks at immigration, isolation and
the power of the imagination that finally allows Chand to escape her sad reality.

“THE OTHER SIDE OF BOLLYWOOD”
OCTOBER 10TH – 27TH, 57TH VALLADOLID INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL, VALLADOLID
The Valladolid International Film Festival (SEMINCI) in its 57th edition showed eight films in the
retrospective titled “The other side of Bollywood”. The films were screened at the Manhattan Cinema
in the heart of the city. This cycle was made possible thanks to the collaboration of Casa de la India, the
Embassy of India in Spain, the Directorate of Film Festivals of India, the Spain-India Council Foundation
and Air India. The programme was rounded off by a roundtable session on the other side of Bollywood.

That Girl in Yellow Boots (2010, dir. Anurag Kashyap)
That Girl in Yellow Boots is a thriller tracing Ruth’s search for her father - a man she hardly knew but
cannot forget. Desperation drives Ruth to work without a permit at a massage parlor; a job her boyfriend
procures for her. Ruth struggles to find her independence and space even as she is sucked deeper into
the labyrinthine politics of the city’s underbelly. The city seems to thrive on her misfortunes and love
escapes her. Meanwhile, she must face a devastating reality.

Udaan (2010, dir. Vikramaditya Motwane)
Rohan is expelled from boarding school and returns to his small, industrial hometown of Jamshedpur.
There he is reunited with his estranged and authoritarian father, whom he has not seen for eight years
and finds a young half-brother whom he did not know even existed. Forced to join his father’s steel
business and study engineering, Rohan will have fight his way if whilst he follows his dream to become
a writer.
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MaqbooL (2003, dir. Vishal Bhardwaj)
Mian Maqbool, the number two of a Mumbai-based underworld clan and the right-hand of its boss Abbaji,
falls in love with his boss’s girlfriend and this leads to a bloody chain of events. Nimmi, Abbaji’s mistress,
is also in love with Mian and she convinces him to take over from Abbaji in the gang as well as in the
bed. Divided between his loyalty to his protector and his love for Nimmi, Mian conspires to take over
from Abbaji.

Dev. D (2009, dir. Anurag Kashyap)
A modern day love story. The characters reflect the sensitivity, conflict, aggression, independence,
freedom of ideas, the exuberance and the folly of today’s youth, a generation trapped between their
Asian roots and their attraction to the Western life-style. Set in rural and picturesque Punjab, the film
explores the underworld of Delhi and takes us from far-reaching mustard fields to a neon maze, from
traditional Punjabi songs to riotous urban rock.

Black (2005, dir. Sanjay Leela Bhansali)
Michelle McNally is “special” in more than one way. She cannot see, hear or speak... She lives in a world
of total darkness, a world shaped by an interminable void with no openings in which no one can have
contact with her. An all the more terrifying world for is absolute isolation. Only her own willpower, fuelled
by her anger and rebellion against her destiny, makes Michelle fight to stay alive in the impenetrable
whirlwind that her life has become. A ray of light is offered by Professor Debraj Sahai who has survived
many battles.

Black Friday (2004, dir. Anurag Kashyap)
The film describes the 1993 Mumbai bomb attacks. On March 9th 1993, Gul Mohammed turned himself in
at the Nav Pada Police Station. In his statement he confirmed that there was a plot to bomb several key
locations in the city. The police dismiss his confession. Three days later Mumbai as torn apart by a series
of 12 bombs resulting in almost 300 deaths and 800 injured.

Amu (2004, dir. Shonali Bose)
Kaju, an American of Indian origin, travels to India to visit her family. Whilst she wanders around Delhi
she gets a sense of "déjà vu" and stumbles across secrets and lies from her past. With the help of Kabir, a
young man who is deeply attracted to her and her story, Kaju begins a relentless journey that will reveal
the silenced story of the genocide that took place in Delhi in 1984.

ROUNDTABLE SESSION: “THE OTHER SIDE OF BOLLYWOOD”
OCTOBER 21ST, SALÓN DE ESPEJOS, CALDERON THEATRE, VALLADOLID
The respected directors Deepa Mehta and Vishal Bhardwaj, film critic Javier Estrada, SEMINCI director
Javier Angulo, Canadian producer David Hamilton and Casa de la India director Guillermo Rodríguez
participated in the roundtable session titled “The other side of Bollywood” held in the Calderon Theatre
as part of SEMINCI (Valladolid International Film Festival). The discussion centred on popular Bollywood
cinema and the growth in the independent filmmaking sector in India.
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“MANY VIEWS, ONE LANGUAGE: INDIA”
OCTOBER 2012 – JUNE 2013, CITIES OF CASTILLA and LEÓN
This cycle was organised by the Castilla y León Regional Government in collaboration with Casa de la
India to be shown in different provinces and cities throughout the region. The films in the cycle are:

Ghare Baire, 1984, de Satyajit Ray.
Shadow Kil, 2002, de Adoor Gopalakrishnan.
Pinjar, 1984, de Chandra Prakash Dwivedi.
Black, 2005, de Sanjay Leela Bhansali.
Nouka Doubi, 2011, de Rituparno Ghosh.
Koi Mil Gaya, 2003, de Rakesh Roshan.

“THE OTHER SIDE OF BOLLYWOOD: A SELECTION”
DECEMBER 5TH – 20TH, CASA DE LA INDIA
A selection of some of the films shown during the 57th edition of SEMINCI (Valladolid International Film
Festival) in “The other side of Bollywood” film cycle were shown in Casa de la India later in the year.

Dhobi ghat, 2011, dir. Kiran Rao. December 5th.
That Girl in Yellow Boots, 2010, dir. Anurag Kashyap. December 13th.
Amu, 2004, dir. Shonali Bose. December 20th.

2.3.2. OTHER SCREENINGS AT CASA DE LA INDIA
“RAMAYANA: THE EPIC” (2010, dir. Chetan Desai)
MAY 11TH
The Ramayana is the most popular story ever told in India. A long, long time ago, in ancient India,
lived Rama, prince of Ayodhya, the oldest son of Dasrath, dark and handsome, a great warrior and the
epitomy of all virtues. Rama is the original Indian superhero and fights in an epic battle of good against
evil demonstrating his heroism. Ramayana: the epic is the first animation film that tells the story of
Rama in all its splendour. Directed by Chetan Desai and made over two years with a team of over 400
artists and technicians, the film is a landmark in Indian animation and has also attracted audiences all
around the world.

MAGIC REALISM & AFTER: INDIAN ENGLISH FICTION 1981-2011 (2011, dir. Suresh Kohli, documentary)
OCTOBER 1ST
The director Suresh Kohli presented his 2011 documentary Magic Realism & After: Indian English Fiction
1981-2011 which looks at the Indian novel written in English from Salman Rushdie to the present day.
Salman Rusdie’s 1981 novel Midnight’s Children caused quite a stir, not only due to its literary creativeness
and fresh style, but also because it marked the beginning of what we now know as Indian writing in
English. The documentary traces the journey of Indian writing in English since Midnight’s Children and
Arundati Roy’s The God of Small Things up to the current crop of authors who are making their presence
felt at an international level through a series of interviews with authors, editors and literary festival
organisers.

DEVI (THE GODDESS) (1960, dir. Satyajit Ray)
OCTOBER 21ST
The film is set in the rural Bengal of 1860. Doyamoyee and her husband Umaprasad live with his family
and his father, Kalikinkar Roy, is a devotee of the goddess Kali. Doyamoyee looks after her father-in-law
when Umaprasad goes to university in Calcutta. One evening Kalikinkar dreams that Doyamoyee is
an incarnation of Kali and that she should be treated as such. The other villagers soon believe that
Doyamoyee is indeed Kali. On hearing this news, Umaprasad returns home to try to sort out the situation
but realises he’s too late given that Doyamoyee herself believes that she is the goddess Kali incarnate.
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2.3.3. SPANISH FILM DELEGATION AT MUMBAI FILM FESTIVAL
OCTOBER 23RD -25TH

Casa de la India coordinated, in collaboration with the Embassy of India in Spain, the Spanish Ministry
of Culture’s Academy of Cinematographic Arts and Sciences (ICAA) and the Spain-India Council
Foundation, the visit of a delegation representing the Spanish film industry to Mumbai in October 2012.
The aim of the visit was to meet with Indian film industry representatives during the 15th Mumbai Film
Festival and to be present at events organised for the King of Spain’s visit to Mumbai during his official
visit to India.
The delegation were able to meet the president of the Film and Television Producers Guild of India,
Mukesh Bhatt, and the general secretary of the Film Federation of India, Supran Sen, amongst other
representatives of the Bollywood film industry, to discuss future joint initiatives regarding the production,
distribution and screening of Indian and Spanish films, as well as other proposals for cooperation within
the framework of the bilateral coproduction treaty that was about to be signed in New Delhi during the
state visit of H.R.H. the King of Spain. On the other hand, at the locations fair Cinemascape organised
by the Film and Television Producers Guild of India as part of the Mumbai Film Festival, Zoya Akhtar’s
Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara, shot in Spain in 2011, won the Indian film industry award for the best Hindi film
shot on a foreign location. The award was given to the film producer Ritesh Sidhwani by Ambassador
Manuel Cacho, the Secretary General of the Spain-India Council Foundation.
The delegation, headed by Rosario Alburquerque Pérez, Deputy Director of Promotion and
International Relations of the ICAA, included Antonio Chavarrías, producer and director of the film
Dictado (Childish Games) which was shown as part of the Mumbai Film Festival, Beatriz de la Gándara,
producer, and Guillermo Rodríguez, Director of Casa de la India. At the same time Antonio Méndez,
director of Aquí y Allá (Here and there) was given the Award for Best Director and the Award for
the Best Film in the closing gala of the Festival. So, all in all, Spain had an outstanding presence at
the Mumbai Film Festival, contributing significantly to the Spain Brand through a medium that is so
popular in India, cinema.

2.4. PERFORMING ARTS AND MUSIC
SAROD CONCERT BY ARNAB CHAKRABARTY AND ARUP SENGUPTA
FEBRUARY 10TH, CASA DE LA INDIA
This Hindustani music concert was given by Arnab Chakrabarty on sarod, accompanied by tablista
Arup Sengupta. Arnab Chakrabarty is considered to be one of the best sarod players of the moment.
He has contributed to the soundtracks of Born Into Brothels: Calcutta’s Red-Light Children which won
an Oscar for the best documentary in 2005. Arnab has represented India in international festivals
in the U.S.A., India and the Middle East. Arnab Chakrabarty’s prodigious talent was discovered at
a young age, giving his first solo concert at the age of fourteen, but he insisted that he needed to
learn more. After 25 years of dedication, Arnab has already earned himself a reputation as one
of the world’s best sarod players. Arnab is also one of the few Indian musicians involved in the
development Indian musical instruments and works closely with luthiers from around the world to
design and make prototypes of sarods.

SITAR CONCERT BY RAJIB KARMAKAR AND SOMITRAJIT CHATTERJEE
MARCH 30TH, CASA DE LA INDIA
Coming from a respected musical family of Bengal, Rajib Karmakar started learning the sitar at the
tender age of four from his father Shri Durgadas Karmakar , giving his first public performance at the
age of six. After that he was under the tutelage of Ustad Ghulam Akbar Khan son in law of legendary
Ustad Nissar Hussain where he was first trained in classical vocal music. Currently he is under the
tutelage of Sri Supriyo Dutta trained in the Indore school of Hindustani vocal music. Since his first
performance he has accumulated many awards and has taken won many competitions at National and
International Youth Festivals, West Bengal State Academy Competition etc. Rajib frequently performs
classical Indian music concerts in and around India as well as internationally. During this concert, Rajib
was accompanied by Somitrajit Chatterjee on tabla.
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KATHAK DANCE PERFORMANCE BY PANDIT ANUJ MISHRA AND ISABELLE ANNA
APRIL 20TH, CASA DE LA INDIA
Casa de la India, in collaboration with the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), organised a
classical Kathak dance show by Isabelle Anna and Anuj Mishra, choreographed by Pandit Anuj Mishra,
and accompanied by musicians Vikas Mishra (tabla), Juber Alam (vocals) and Navin Mishra (sitar).
The word Kathak derives from a combination of the Sanskrit word meaning ‘story’ and ‘to tell a story’
and dates to the story-tellers of ancient times in northern India. In Kathak dance, the artists use their
energetic rhythmic movements and facial expressions to tell spiritual stories, accompanied by Indian
classical string and percussion music. Outside of India, Kathak has been recognised as having common
elements with Spanish flamenco dance, with its extensive use of full arm movements or the elaborate
footwork with shoe tapping, which in Kathak is replaced by barefoot dancers wearing ghunghrus or
ankle bells.

‘BHAKTI’ BY BHAKTI DANCE AND MUSIC GROUP
APRIL 21ST, PALACIO DE LA AUDIENCIA CULTURAL CENTRE, SORIA
Organised by the Soria City Council, in collaboration with Casa de la India, the Bhakti dance and music
group gave a performance combining their traditional repertoire with a selection of dramatised poems
by Rabindranath Tagore and San Juan de la Cruz. The Bhakti group comprises Mónica de la Fuente
(choreography and Bharata Natyam dance), Baluji Shrivastav (sitar and dilruba), Gayathri Kesavan
(vocals) and Nantha Kumar (percussion). Bhakti, the story, is an emotive and expressive journey through
the most evocative sounds of India, where music and dance create sacred spaces. Literally, Bhakti
means ‘devotion’, and in India this refers to a way of understanding art and society that breaks with
all the existing norms, bringing the divine closer to the devotee, without the need for higher spiritual
studies. It is the direct path where music, poetry, song, and dance merge to reach a communion with the
divine and aesthetic and spiritual fulfilment.

“A MUSICAL JOURNEY WITH INDIAN MUSIC AND DANCE”: DIDACTIC PERFORMANCE
MAY 28TH, CASA DE LA INDIA
Mónica de la Fuente, Nantha Kumar and Ido Segal gave a musical tour of the different types of
instruments by introducing them and then playing them live, and showing the relationship between
music, dance and gestural expression that characterise the Indian performing arts. Hindustani music
styles (from India and Pakistan) possess unique characteristics that differentiate them from western
music systems and offer a huge wealth and variety of styles and traditions. In this performance, the
artists presented a wide range of sounds that included string, wind, and percussion instruments, and
even created other sounds by pronouncing syllables rhythmically or improvising with other instruments.
This didactic concert gave the young audience an introduction to Indian music and opened their minds
to alternative musical concepts and systems.

BANSURI FLUTE CONCERT BY HARIPRASAD CHAURASIA AND ACCOMPANYING MUSICIANS
(AS PART OF THE 2012 INDIA IN CONCERT FESTIVAL)
JUNE 19TH, CAIXA FORUM (MADRID).
JUNE 23RD, LAVA THEATRE – CONCHA VELASCO HALL (VALLADOLID)
JUNE 25TH, GARDENS AT THE PALACE OF LOS CÓRDOVA (GRANADA)
A living legend and virtuoso musician, maestro Hariprasad Chaurasia, the greatest exponent of one
of the oldest instruments in the world, the bansuri flute, captivated audiences with his mastery and
inimitable style, that brought out the music’s sentimental, meditative and mystic qualities.
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KATHAK DANCE PERFORMANCE:
MAITREYEE PAHARI AND HER LOK CHHANDA CULTURAL UNIT DANCE COMPANY
(AS PART OF THE 2012 INDIA IN CONCERT FESTIVAL)
JUNE 20TH, CAIXA FORUM (MADRID)
JUNE 22ND, LAVA THEATRE – CONCHA VELASCO HALL (VALLADOLID)
Maitreyee Pahari and her dance company performed in Valladolid and Madrid, with their own choreography
based on Kathak, Chhau and other contemporary Indian dances. Maitreyee and her company have toured
extensively around the world with great success and have partaken in the main dance festivals around
the world.

CARNATIC VIOLIN MUSIC CONCERT BY DR. NARMADA GOPALAKRISHNAN
AND ACCOMPANYING MUSICIANS
(AS PART OF THE 2012 INDIA IN CONCERT FESTIVAL)
JUNE 21ST, CAIXA FORUM (MADRID)
JUNE 24TH, LAVA THEATRE – CONCHA VELASCO HALL (VALLADOLID)
JUNE 26TH, GARDENS AT THE PALACE OF LOS CÓRDOVA (GRANADA)
Dr. Narmada Gopalakrishnan, well known and respected violinist, musicologist and singer with a career
extending over 35 years, gave three unforgettable concerts in Spain. Dr. Narmada Gopalakrishnan is the
last in a line of master violinists and has toured internationally having played at the main venues around
the world with her father, the legendary MS Gopalakrishnan. She also plays Hindustani music from north
India with and has received many prestigious awards for her professional and artistic excellence.

MUSIC AND DANCE BY RAVI PRASAD AND MÓNICA DE LA FUENTE:  “THE VOICE OF THE BODY”
(AS PART OF THE 2012 EXPERIENCE INDIA FESTIVAL)
SEPTEMBER 20TH, FERNANDO DE ROJAS THEATRE. CÍRCULO DE BELLAS ARTES, MADRID
Indian music and dance with a contemporary touch. An invisible thread unites two bodies on the
stage that vibrate as one. Breathing becomes sound, voice and song, movement, gesture and mudra.
The protagonists search for the seed from which each emotion grows and explore the connections
between the voice and the body.

MUSIC BY SOUMIK DATTA AND BERNHARD SCHIMPELSBERGER: "CIRCLE OF SOUND"
(AS PART OF THE 2012 EXPERIENCE INDIA FESTIVAL)
SEPTEMBER 21ST, FERNANDO DE ROJAS THEATRE, CÍRCULO DE BELLAS ARTES, MADRID
SEPTEMBER 22ND, CASA DE LA INDIA
Sarod player Soumik Datta joins percussionist Bernhard Schimpelsberger to take the audience on an
amazing journey of discovery across India and Europe. Circle of Sound is the story of how two men break
down cultural barriers to find an infinite musical language.

MUSIC CONCERT BY DEHRA DUN + BALUJI SHRIVASTAV
OCTOBER 12TH, CASA DE LA INDIA
Sitarist Balulji Shrivastav returned to Casa de la India to perform with Dehra Dun, the psychedelic band from
Valladolid whose name refers not only to the north Indian city but also the song by George Harrison. Baluji
is well known and highly respected both by traditional Indian musicians as well as western rock stars and
performed at the closing ceremony the 2012 Paralympic Games in London with the British Paraorchestra,
alongside Coldplay and Rhianna. Balujii has also performed, playing sitar and table, with Oasis, Kaiser Chiefs
and Kilye Minogue. Baluji has performed in with the Valladolid-based group Dehra Dun many times in Spain
over the previous three years. Dehra Dun is a twelve member band and include in their repertoire music
ranging from 60s and 70s psychedelia to jazz-soul, traditional Hindustani music the darkest acid rock and
funk. At Casa de la India Dehra Dun and Baluji gave a stimulating and special acoustic concert performing
songs by Dehra Dun as well as material by Baluji Shrivastav. Marcos Ubeda, a percussionist from Valladolid
who has also performed with Arizona Baby, joined the group for the concert on this evening.
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2.5. FASHION
II SPAIN-INDIA FASHION MEETING
JUNE 11TH & 12TH, MADRID AND VALLADOLID
The second Spain-India Fashion Meeting was organised by the Spain-India Council Foundation, the
Embassy of India in Spain, Valladolid City Council and Casa de la India, with Glam Management as
executive producers of the event. The main aim of this meeting was to boost and improve commercial
and cultural relations between Spain and India through fashion, as well as increasing participation in
fairs, fashion shows, exhibitions, cultural events, publications and training between the two countries.
The fundamental objectives of this meeting were discussed over two days - June 11th in Madrid and
June 12th in Valladolid - with sessions looking at different initiatives and projects for the expansion and
promotion of fashion in both countries. The presence of design and fashion schools at the some of the
sessions meant that it was possible to lay the groundwork for agreements on training and research by
means of grants and other training channels and work experience programmes for students as well
as initiatives to help promote new designers. For this reason, the focus of this second meeting was
emerging designers from both countries.
A noteworthy development that came out of the day’s meetings in Madrid in the form of the invitation by
Fashion Design Council of India representative, Anurag Verma, to attend the Wills Fashion Week in New
Delhi later in the year with Spain as the guest country, giving participants not only sales and promotional
space but to also participate in the catwalks. On the same day, Shinju Mahajan of the National Institute
for Fashion Technology (NIFT), visited ESNE, the Fashion and Design School of the Camilo José Cela
University, and the Design School of the European University of Madrid to work out discuss options for
training grants and exchanges between the two countries.
During the meeting various promotional and publicity events were also organised regarding both countries
objectives in terms of each other through press conferences, working sessions and conferences. These
events were well attended with a high percentage of the audiences being made up of industry professionals.
The participating designers were invited to showcase some of their designs on the catwalk, with a special
space for the emerging designers a second session for established designers from both countries.

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION: “FASHION AS A BRIDGE BETWEEN INDIA AND SPAIN”
JUNE 11TH, CAIXA FORUM, MADRID
India and Spain were represented in the debate by Indian designers Nida Mahmood, Amit Aggarwal
(Morphe) and Paras Bairoliya (Geisha Designs by Paras & Shalini), Shinju Mahajan of the National
Institute of Fashion Technology (NIFT), Anurag Verma, General Manager of the Fashion Design Council
of India (FDCI) and Spanish designers Pablo y Mayaya and Fernando Lemoniez.
Other fashion industry professionals attended the events such as Charo Azcona, Cristina Sánchez, María Lafuente
and numerous professionals and representatives from institutions such as the Madrid International Fashion Week
(SIMM), the Design School of the European University of Madrid, ESNE, EXCAL (the Castilla y León Regional
Government’s international promotion agency of regional products and services), ADR Fashion School, etc.

LECTURE AND ROUNDTABLE “THE WORLD PRESENCE OF INDIAN AND SPANISH FASHION”
JUNE 12TH, CASA DE LA INDIA
The following industry professionals took part in this event: Anurag Verma, (Fashion Design Council of
India), Paras Bairoliya (designer), Nida Mahmood (designer), Maria Lafuente (designer), Oscar Lázaro
González (EXCAL), Amit Aggarwal (designer) and Guillermo Rodríguez (Director Casa de la India).
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SPAIN-INDIA FASHION SHOW
JUNE 13TH, LAVA - LABORATORIO DE LAS ARTES DE VALLADOLID
In this fashion show we saw the collections of the guest Indian designers Nida Mahmood, Amit Aggarwal
(Morphe) and Geisha Designs by Paras and Shalini, as well as Spanish designers such as Agatha Ruiz
de la Prada, Esther Noriega, Fely Campo, Charo Azcona, Lemoniez and Cristina Sánchez. The show
took place before a full-house at the recently inaugurated LAVA (Valladolid Arts Laboratory) and the
designers were much acclaimed by the public and the professionals and press present.

2.6. BOOK PRESENTATIONS
PRESENTATION OF THE COMIC “MAHABHARATA” BY GOL
MAY 17TH, CASA DE LA INDIA
Miguel Gómez Andrea "Gol" (author) and Álvaro Enterría (editor) presented the first volume of the
planned trilogy of their comic book version in Spanish of the epic Mahabharata La gran guerra del clan
de los Bháratas: Los Pándavas (The great war of the Bharatas: The Pandavas). The enmity between the
Pandavas and their evil cousins the Kauravas results in a great war that would change India’s history.
Publishers José J. de Olañeta and distributors Indica Books collaborated in the presentation.
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3. EDUCATION
Fully aware of the demand in Spain for information related to Indian culture, society and history and
with the aim of favouring the interaction, exchange, diffusion, dynamism and communication that
takes place between Spain and India, Casa de la India regularly organises conferences and courses,
in collaboration with other institutions, that cover a wide range of topics from language, performing
arts and music, cultural and social issues within their historical perspectives, spirituality, religion to
economics, commerce and international relations in the modern day. Casa de la India hopes to impart
this information through activities aimed at the general public and also through didactic programmes
designed for students in primary, secondary, upper secondary, and university education.
By means of various educational initiatives, Casa de la India therefore, hopes to instigate programmes
for institutional cooperation and collaborations between universities, research centres, cultural centres,
professionals, experts and academics, and the public administrations of Spain and India.

3.1. COURSES
3.1.1. HINDI COURSES
Under the agreement between the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) and the University of
Valladolid, Casa de la India has collaborated with the General Foundation and the Language Centre
of the University of Valladolid to organise regular Hindi courses at various levels. The courses are
recognised by the University and are given by a native professor on secondment to Spain through the
ICCR. Professor Shrish Chandra Jaswal from the Central Institute of Hindi, New Delhi, held the Chair of
Hindi at the University of Valladolid, co-financed by the Government of India through the ICCR, from
2010 to 2012. The University of Valladolid Language Centre offers these courses to university students
and members of the general public interested in learning one of the most important languages in the
world and in learning more about Indian culture. An average of fifteen students per group attended
classes given by Professor Jaswal at the following different levels:
•

Beginner’s Level I (120 hours): September 12th, 2011 – May 31st, 2012.

•

Intermediate Level (120 hours): September 13th, 2011 – June 1st, 2012.

•

Intensive Hindi language course (30 hours): July 9th, 2012 – August 1st, 2012.

3.1.2. KALASANGAM. PERMANENT PERFORMING ARTS AND MUSIC SEMINAR
This permanent performing arts seminar offers training in Indian dance, theatre and music for
professionals, students and Indophiles. The theoretical-practical nature of the Kalasangam courses
allows the students the opportunity to become familiar with the essentials of obtaining a base in Indian
performing arts and music and to be able to embark on further study in any of the dance and music
disciplines that have been offered. Indian aesthetic theories, as well as other aspects of Indian culture,
such as philosophy, religion or history, complement the practical classes, helping to better understand,
practice and enjoy these arts. In the 2011–2012 session, the seminar included regular courses, master
classes, intensive workshops, conferences and demonstrations given by the various professional artists
invited to participate, some of whom also performed in Valladolid.

KALASANGAM: REGULAR COURSES
The Kalasangam Performing Arts Seminar, coordinated by Monica de la Fuente, specialist in Bharata
Natyam dance, included regular Bharata Natyam classes as well as theoretical-practical master classes
and intensive workshops in other performing arts given by invited artists. The traditional end of year
celebration, open to the general public, was held this year on June 21st during which there was also a
presentation of the summer intensive courses that are held in India.
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•

Bharata Natyam Classical Dance Course (Level I), October 8th, 2011 – June 16th, 2012.

•

Bharata Natyam Classical Dance Course (Level 2), October 8th, 2011 – June 16th, 2012.

•

Indian dance for children (7-12 years old), October 8th, 2011 – June 16th, 2012.

•

Bharata Natyam Classical Dance Course (Level I), October 15th, 2012 – June 17th, 2013.

•

Bharata Natyam Classical Dance Course (Level 2), October 31st, 2012 – June 19th, 2013.

•

Indian dance for children (7-12 years old), October 15th, 2012 – June 17th, 2013.

•

Study of movement and gestural work, October 31st, 2012 – June 19th, 2013.

MASTER CLASSES AND INTENSIVE WORKSHOPS BY INVITED MAESTROS
•

Bollywood Dance Master Class, January 14th. Given by Sunny Singh.

•

Bollywood Dance Master Class, February 5th. Given by Sunny Singh.

•

 orkshop: “Rhythm and improvisation with sitar, tabla and vocals”, March 31st.
W
Given by Rajib Karmakar (sitar) and Soumitrajit Chatterjee (tabla).

•

Intensive course: “Energy control: Kalarippayattu, Indian martial arts and yoga”,
April 16th - 19th. Given by Jairo Vergara.

•

 athak Dance Master Class, April 21st. Given by Isabelle Anna and Anuj Mishra. With the collaboration
K
of the Indian council for Cultural Relations (ICCR).

•

Bollywood Dance Master Class, December 2nd. Given by Sunny Singh.

KALASANGAM IN INDIA, INTENSIVE COURSE
AUGUST 24TH-SEPTEMBER 14TH, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM, KERALA
The intensive Kalasangam course in performing arts, music and yoga in India, is a pioneering intensive
training programme, held over three weeks in Thiruvananthapuram, the capital of Kerala. It is aimed at
Spanish students and professionals keen to deepen their knowledge of the culture and performing arts
at the hands of some of the best masters in India and is supplemented with field visits to schools as well
as historical and cultural landmarks.
The course programme in this edition, comprised lectures, seminars and practical classes of Kathakali
Theatre, Kalarippayattu martial arts, Bharata Natyam classical dance, Carnatic song, yoga and ayurveda.
Thus the course gave the students a unique opportunity to gain theoretical and practical awareness by
immersing themselves in the centuries-old traditions and performing arts of South India.
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3.2. SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND CONGRESSES
3.2.1. CONGRESSES AND LECTURE SERIES
EUROPEAN HINDI CONFERENCE
MARCH 15TH - 17TH, UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID, FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY AND ARTS
The University of Valladolid Centre for Asian Studies, Casa de la India, the Indian Ministry of External
Affairs and the Embassy of India in Spain organised the 2012 European Hindi Conference, held for the
first time in Spain from March 15th to 17th. The title of this year’s conference was “Teaching Hindi as
a Foreign Language: Perspectives”. Hindi is the official language of the Republic of India along with
English and, of the 22 languages officially recognised by the Constitution of India, the most widely
spoken. Hindi is the mother tongue of almost 40% of the population living in the northern and central
regions of India and is spoken by almost five hundred million people worldwide, of which ten million
live outside of India. The aim of the Conference, led by Professor Shrish Chandra Jaswal (Central
Institute of Hindi of New Delhi and current Hindi Chair at the University of Valladolid) was to analyse
the different perspectives in the teaching of Hindi as a foreign language in European countries. The
Conference focussed on Hindi as a world language and created a forum to discuss problems associated
with the learning of Hindi as a foreign language and possible solutions to these problems. Twenty-one
European countries were represented at the Conference by almost forty experts and linguists, in turn
representing universities known for their years of involvement in the study and research of Hindi.
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Those present at the inauguration of the European Hindi Conference, on March 15th at the University
of Valladolid Faculty of Philosophy and Arts, included Marcos Sacristán, Vice-Chancellor of the
University of Valladolid; Sunil Lal, Ambassador of India to Spain, and Sunjay Sudhir, Joint Secretary
of the Indian Ministry of External Affairs. The academic participants included, among others,
Poonam Juneja, Secretary General of the World Hindi Secretariat based in Mauritius; V.B. Rai, Vice
Chancellor of the International Hindi University (Wardha, India), and Udaya Narayana Singh the
celebrated linguist and Pro Vice Chancellor of Visva Bharati University (Santiniketan, India), founded
by Rabindranath Tagore.

LECTURE SERIES
MARCH 14TH – 16TH
The following series of lectures held at the University of Valladolid on literary and philosophical topics
were organised to compliment the European Hindi Conference. These lectures were opened to the public
with the aim of giving the general public and university students the opportunity to hear some of the
Conference participants talking on their other areas of expertise.
“THE POST - COLONIAL AND POST MODERN OR, THE RISE OF BILINGUAL WRITERS & WRITING
IN INDIA", March 14th, University of Valladolid, Faculty of Philosophy and Arts.
This lecture was given by Udaya Narayana Singh, Pro Vice Chancellor of Visva Bharati University in
Santiniketan, India (founded by Rabindranath Tagore) who also holds a Chair at the Rabindra Bhavana
–Institute of Tagore Studies and Research - of the University.
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"IN PEACE WE COME: RABINDRANATH TAGORE", March 14th, Casa de la India.
This lecture ,given by Udaya Narayana Singh, Pro Vice Chancellor of Visva Bharati University, Santiniketan,
detailed how Tagore believed in the universal and international, in cooperation for world peace, and how,
as such, he was a precursor of instruments and bodies working for peace and understanding between
peoples such as UNESCO.
“THE CONCEPT OF ‘MIND’ IN INDIAN PHILOSOPHY”,
March 16th, University of Valladolid, Faculty of Philosophy and Arts.
The lecture was given by Juan Arnau, author, astrophysicist, Doctor in Sanscrit Philosophy and
Researcher at the Spanish National Research Council (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas
– CSIC). This expert looked at the concepts of the mind according to Samkhya philosophy, Mahayana
Buddhism and ayurvedic medical literature, with special emphasis on their different approaches to the
nature of the conscience, mind and body.

3.2.2. OTHER LECTURES, COURSES AND WORKSHOPS AT CASA DE LA INDIA
THEORETICAL-PRACTICAL INTENSIVE COURSE: “AYURVEDA AND YOGA”  
APRIL 21ST
Given by Jairo Vergara. A dynamic and practical course to help us learn more about the basic aspects of
our own health, this course for beginners introduced us to ayurveda as a source of life knowledge and
science related to yoga, massage, nutrition and finally, a holistic approach to health that could be easily
applied to our daily lives.

LECTURE: “STAN LEE. FROM NEW YORK TO MUMBAI”  
MAY 24TH
Given by Alberto García Marcos (columnist, editor and founder of the award-winning website www.
entrecomics.com). This lecture on the comic book legend Stan Lee gave special mention to one of his
newest creations, Chakra The Invincible, a comic about the first Indian super hero. Stan Lee, co-creator of
iconic characters such as Spider-Man, X-Men, Iron Man or Hulk, tells the story of young Indian teenager,
Raju Rai, a technology genius living in Mumbai. Determined to use science to unlock the secrets of human
potential, Raju develops a technological suit that activates the mystical Chakras of the body, unleashing
newfound abilities and powers. The Association Cultural El Planeta de los Cómics (Planet of the Comics
Cultural Association) collaborated in this event.

THEORETICAL-PRACTICAL INTENSIVE COURSE: “EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE THROUGH YOGA”  
JUNE 8TH - 10TH
Given by Harold Sequeira, founder of the Association for Classical Yoga of Mumbai, India. This course
proposed a re-education of the emotions using the psychology of yoga and also contemporary methods
(“soft skills training”), suggesting that these are necessary techniques for survival in today’s corporate
world. The course studied some meditation techniques whose aim is to improve the experience and coping
techniques for daily life from a broad and healthy perspective and to gain better emotional awareness.

LECTURE: "MAGIC REALISM & AFTER: INDIAN ENGLISH FICTION 1981-2011"  
October 1st
Writer and literary critic Suresh Kohli gave this lecture at Casa de la India especially for English Studies
undergraduate students of the University of Valladolid. Suresh Kohli talked about the evolution Indian
literature written in English from Salman Rushdie to the present day. His documentary Magic Realism &
After: Indian English Fiction 1981-2011 was screened after the lecture.

LECTURE: “THE TEACHINGS OF THE FEMININE ARCHETYPE IN THE MAHABHARATA:
THE SHAKUNTALA, KUNTI AND DRAUPADI SEQUENCE - THEIR LITERARY, SPIRITUAL AND
PHILOSOPHICAL CONSEQUENCES”  
OCTOBER 5TH
Given by Olivia Cáttedra, graduate in Oriental Studies from the University del Salvador, Buenos Aires,
Argentina (1979), Doctor in Indian Philosophy (1990) and Researcher at the National Scientific and
Technical Research Council of Argentina.
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In the cultural and spiritual teachings transmitted by the great north Indian epic poem, the Mahabharata,
the feminine acquires an inspirational and key role at the moments when the major enigmas of the story
need to be resolved. In her lecture, Olivia Cáttedra developed three complementary feminine archetypes
from the onset of the war: at the beginning, Shakuntala: love and wisdom; in the decline, Kunti, the
mother between the wife and the lover: in the crisis, Draupadi, fidelity and strength.

3.2.3. LECTURES AND WORKSHOPS WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS
INDIAN COOKERY WORKSHOP AND TASTING “COOKING NIGHT”  
FEBRUARY 15TH & 16TH, "OTRAS LUCES" RESTAURANT, VALLADOLID
Given by the Keralan chef Antachan at the “Otras Luces” restaurant inValladolid. During the workshop
participants made a variety of Indian dishes which were then able to taste and enjoy.

PARTICIPATION IN THE ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION: “ASIAN LANGUAGE STUDIES IN SPAIN”  
APRIL 20TH, EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY OF MADRID
Professor Shrish Jaswal, Hindi Chair at the University of Valladolid on secondment from the Indian
Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), and Guillermo Rodríguez Martín, Director of Casa de la India, took
part in the roundtable discussion “Asian Language Studies in Spain” that was organised on April 20th at
the European University of Madrid. In their contributions to the discussion they stressed the advantages
of learning Hindi as a means of knowing and understanding more about India. They also talked about the
position of the Hindi language in the world and in the socio-linguistic context of India.

LECTURE: “INDIA AND SPAIN”  
APRIL 27TH, ACADEMIA DE CABALLERÍA de VALLADOLID
Given by Guillermo Rodríguez Martín, Director of Casa de la India. As part of the II Today’s World Seminar
“The Republic of India” held at the Academia de Caballería de Valladolid (Valladolid Cavalry Academy),
organised in collaboration with the University of Valladolid Centre for Asian Studies on April 25th - 27th. In his
lecture “India and Spain” Dr. Rodriguez gave a brief history of the cultural, social and commercial relations
between the two countries, focussing the current situation and envisaged perspectives for the future.

COOKERY MASTER CLASS WITH CHEF SANJEEV KAPOOR  
JUNE 2nd, INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF CULINARY ARTS, VALLADOLID
Sanjeev Kapoor, conferred with ‘Best Chef of India’ award by the Government of India, is one of the most
televised chefs in the world and the undisputed king of Indian cuisine. His television programme "Khana
Khazana" has had one of the top audience ratings for over two decades; he has edited 150 cookery books
that have been bestsellers in India, the United States and the United Kingdom and he owns three of the
most important restaurants in Asia.
This master class was organised on Chef Kapoor’s first visit to Spain by the Férnando Pérez International
School of Culinary Arts of Valladolid in collaboration with Casa de la India, the Spain-India Council
Foundation, the Spanish Institute for Foreign Trade (Instituto Español de Comercio Exterior, ICEX) and
the Arroyo de la Encomienda Town Council. Industry professionals, experts and business people as well
as students of the International School of Culinary Arts of Valladolid attended the class.
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LECTURE: “REDISCOVERING TAGORE IN SPAIN”  
AUGUST 3rd, MARTIN LUTHER- UNIVERSITÄT, HALLE (SAALE), GERMANY
Given by Guillermo Rodríguez Martín, Director of Casa de la India. The University of Halle organised on
August 2nd and 3rd, in collaboration with the Indian Council for Cultural Relations, an International Tagore
Conference with the title “Rabindranath Tagore in the Mirror of Our Times”. The Conference, which
brought together scholars from India, Germany and a dozen neighbouring European countries, had a
special focus on Europe’s interaction with Tagore and Tagore’s interaction with Europe, looking in depth
at the implications of Tagore’s cultural, social and literary influence on Europe. The Director of Casa de la
India’s lecture, from an intercultural perspective, looked at the reception of Tagore in Spain throughout
the 20th century and the rediscovery of the man and his work in this one.

2012 SAFFRON CONFERENCE  
OCTOBER 29th, ALBACETE
Casa de la India collaborated with the Valeriano González Foundation to organise the 2012 Saffron
Conference, an initiative by the President of the Foundation and Honorary Consul General of India in
Barcelona to publicise the history, cultivation and commercialisation of saffron in Spain. In the closing
event, which was attended by the Director of Casa de la India, and after the Valeriano González
Foundation’s annual award ceremony, Mónica de la Fuente gave a classical Bharata Natyam recital.

LECTURE – DEMONSTRATION: “THE INCARNATE WORD:
AESTHETICS AND MYSTICISM IN INDIAN POETIC AND DRAMATIC TRADITION”  
NOVEMBER 22nd, OVIEDO UNIVERSITY
Given by Guillermo Rodríguez Martín and Mónica de la Fuente. The IV University Conference on India
organized by the University of Oviedo, entitled India: Mythology, Art and Dreams, looked at the expression of Indian culture and reality through their different channels such as cinema, dance and literature.
This lecture-demonstration served as an introduction to the cultural and philosophical keys to Indian
performing arts and their links with poetry and aesthetic theory.

3.3. ESCUELA DE LA INDIA
The Escuela de la India (India School), Casa de la India’s educational programme, was sponsored by
the Spain-India Foundation Council and the Caixa Savings Bank in 2012. The programme is based on
diversity and multicultural learning with the aim of extending our knowledge about India and giving us a
more complete vision of the complexity of this emerging country, a key to understanding the 21st century.
Spain’s growing interest in India demands a deeper understanding of the country’s social, cultural and
economic realities. The Escuela de la India has organised seminars, conferences and lectures aimed
at students and the general public, in English and with the support of new technologies through the
“Tagore Virtual Classroom”. In order for this virtual classroom to work we have used indianet.es, a
virtual platform that offers a meeting space and tool for communities working in fields related to India
and also serves as an information and diffusion point for activities related to India in Spain and regarding
the relationships between the two countries. indianet.es, was designed in collaboration with DivisaIT and
is managed by Casa de la India with the support of the Embassy of India in Spain.

Escuela de la India, the Foundation’s regular educational programme, presents different aspects of
traditional and contemporary India through educational and artistic activities and games (interactive
dynamics, the reading of texts, plastic and traditional arts, audiovisual activities, music, dance, theatre,
etc.). The Escuela de la India as an educational initiative therefore promotes intercultural dialogue and
offers a meeting space inspired by the comprehensive educational theories and practices propounded
by Rabindranath Tagore. Tagore, a fervent advocate of dialogue between cultures and peoples,
and convinced that East and West could understand each other, made great efforts to achieve a
rapprochement between western civilizations and India
With this Tagorean educational ideology Escuela de la India has offered full program of activities
providing an intercultural meeting space where participants could express themselves in different ways,
artistically, socially and culturally, creating a dialogue with India and Tagore as a resource for learning,
teaching and intercultural exchange.
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The Escuela de la India educational programme offers cultural weeks, intercultural days, seminars,
meetings, workshops, didactic concerts and performances, special celebrations and intercultural evenings
dedicated to India. The team of professionals who organise, design, and carry out the activities, as well as
the guest lecturers and artists, comprises Indian and Spanish experts with ample experience in multicultural
education and cooperation as a means to development. The Escuela de la India presents proposals of its
activities directly to educational centres, offering customised programmes which are flexible and can be
easily adapted to the needs of an individual centre in terms of context, areas of interest, space or type of
participant. These activities have taken place in the educational centres themselves where requested, or at
Casa de la India in calle Puente Colgante 13 in Valladolid.
During 2012, the Escuela de la India has undertaken one cultural week, twenty cultural days, eight special
celebrations, two guided visits of Casa de la India with workshops, one workshop for infant children and two
didactic concerts. Feedback from the centres, and the approximately three thousand students who participated in the activities organised, has been very positive. The activities carried out by Escuela de la India in
2012 are described in the following sections.

3.3.1. CULTURAL WEEKS
INDIAN CULTURAL WEEK, CONDESA EYLO ALFONSO SECONDARY SCHOOL, VALLADOLID,
January 12th, 13th, 25th, 26th & 30th
The Escuela de la India’s cultural weeks cover different topics related to traditional and contemporary
India to help give an idea of the multicultural and multi-religious aspects of this huge country where
different cultures and religions exist side by side and learn from each other. The artistic demonstrations
that also form part of the activities give the students a glimpse of Indian aesthetic traditions as well
Indian culture, religion and history - thus giving the students the basic tools necessary to be able to
understand, practice and enjoy Indian arts.

3.3.2. CULTURAL DAYS
The aim of these days was to offer an introduction to Indian culture by portraying different cultural,
artistic and everyday aspects of life in India, from an intercultural perspective. These days are in effect
a synthesis of the activities carried out in the cultural weeks concentrating on the following areas of
special interest:
Performing arts in India
Customs and lifestyles in India
• Great world religions to encourage tolerance
• Introduction to Indian music
• Ayurveda natural medicine
• Relaxation exercises and asanas
• Plastic and traditional arts and literature of India
• Traditional Indian games
• Music and musical instruments
• Cooperation and education
•
•

In 2012, Indian cultural days were organised with the following centres and bodies:
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Santa María Micaela Infants, Primary and Secondary School, Valladolid, January 24th.
Emilio Ferrari School of Secondary and Further Education, Students from the vocational training
courses for Socio-cultural Coordination and Social Integration, Valladolid, January 23rd & 24th.
• Condesa Eylo Alfonso Secondary School, Valladolid, January 30th, School Day of Non-violence and Peace.
• Parque Alameda Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, March 2nd.
• Parque Alameda Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, March 9th.
• Alonso García Quintana Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, March 22nd.
• Compañía de María La Enseñanza Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, March 27th & 28th.
• César Bedoya Infants and Primary School, La Seca, Valladolid, March 30th & April 2nd.
• Alonso Berruguete Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, April 3rd.
• Parque Alameda Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, May 3rd & 4th.
• Puente de Simancas Infants and Primary School, Simancas, Valladolid, May 4th.
• Yoga Group, Valladolid, June 1st.
• Santa Catalina Infants School, Valladolid, June 12th.
• APADEFIM Foundation (Provincial Association of Parents and Protectors of People with Physical,
Intellectual and Mental Disabilities), Segovia, July 20th.
• University of Valladolid Teaching Hospital “El Clínico” Psychiatric Day Centre, Valladolid, October 11th.
• Diego de Praves Secondary School, Valladolid, December 13th.
•
•

3.3.3. WORKSHOP FOR INFANTS
WORKSHOP FOR INFANTS "DISCOVERING INDIA"
JUNE 2th, MILLENNIUM DOME, VALLADOLID
The workshop for infants “Discovering India” was organised as a parallel activity for the 2012 edition of
the “Millennium” International Inventions and Inventors Fair, which took place at the Millennium Dome in
Valladolid. About 30 children between the ages of 5 and 12 that visited the Fair were invited to take part
in the workshop. The workshop provided a space for expression and communication where the children
could learn about the ancient Indian culture through plastic and educational activities.

3.3.4. SPECIAL CELEBRATIONS
SCHOOL DAY OF NON-VIOLENCE AND PEACE
January 30th
In celebration of the School Day of Non-violence and Peace which coincides with the death anniversary
of Mahatma Gandhi on January 30th, Casa de la India through its educational project, Escuela de
la India, and in collaboration with the students of the vocational training courses for Socio-cultural
Coordination and Social Integration of the Emilio Ferrari School of Secondary and Further Education
and the University of Valladolid Department for Cooperation, together organised an intercultural day
which took place in many of the city’s educational centres. The activities organised were brought
together under the title “Dialogue between cultures: peace, equality and development” with the
aim of giving the students the tools for peace and understanding through different educational
techniques for peace, awareness of children’s rights and self-analysis, considering for example how
our interpretations of reality are often based on notions that have little or no ideological and cultural
founding.
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Prior to and in preparation for the activities organised for January 30th, two training sessions were
carried out at the Emilio Ferrari School of Secondary and Further Education and an intercultural day
titled ”Discovering India” was held at Casa de la India.
The following educational centres in the province of Valladolid participated:
Pablo Picasso Infants and Primary School, Valladolid.
Federico García Lorca Infants and Primary School, Valladolid.
• Niño Jesús Infants and Primary School, Valladolid.
• San Cristóbal Infants and Primary School, Boecillo, Valladolid.
• Nuestra Señora de Lourdes Infants and Primary School, Valladolid.
• Gabriel y Galán Infants and Primary School, Valladolid.
• Miguel Delibes Infants and Primary School, Aldeamayor de San Martín, Valladolid.
• Miguel Delibes Infants and Primary School, Valladolid.
• Francisco Quevedo y Villegas Infants and Primary School, Valladolid.
• Rosario Pereda Infants and Primary School, Viana de Cega, Valladolid.
•
•

INTERCULTURAL DAY FOR Social Integration vocational training Students 
FROM BARCELONA AND VALLADOLID
FEBRUARY 15th, CASA DE LA INDIA
This innovative educational project to bring together students from the vocational training course for
Social Integration from the Emilio Ferrari School of Secondary and Further Education of Valladolid and
the La Bastida de Santa Coloma de Gramanet School of Secondary and Further Education of Barcelona
was held at Casa de la India. This workshop was organised as part of a series of events titled “Beyond
our borders” and proved both very popular and successful.

LECTURE: “TAGORE AND YOUTH EDUCATION”
MARCH 14th, LA MERCED SECONDARY SCHOOL, VALLADOLID
As part of the European Hindi Conference (Valladolid, March 15th – 17th, 2012) organised by the University
of Valladolid Centre for Asian Studies, the Embassy of India in Spain and Casa de la India, Udaya
Narayana Singh, Pro Vice-Chancellor of the Visva-Bharati University in Santiniketan, India (founded
by Rabindranath Tagore), visited La Merced Secondary School in Valladolid. The visit began with a
welcoming reception at the School, followed by an interactive discussion with sixty students between
the ages of 13 and 18 who are studying bilingually in Spanish and English.

DAY AND NIGHT OF MUSEUMS
May 18 th & 19th
On May 18th Valladolid celebrated the 35th “International Museum Day”. On May 19th the city celebrated
the “European Night of Museums”, an initiative which began in Berlin in 1997 and is now celebrated in
over 120 cities in Europe. Together, known as the ‘day and night of museums”, and in celebration of its
ninth edition in Valladolid, the city’s museums remained open until one in the morning. Casa de la India
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gave guided tours of the centre and the current temporary exhibition as well as the opportunity to
participate in workshops about Indian culture.
The following activities were offered to the public that visited during these days:
• Guided

visit of the “The Comic in India” exhibition

• Library

visit – workshop “Discovering Rabindranath Tagore”

• Visit

of the Casa de la India garden in the workshop “A Little Corner of Ahmedabad”

• Screening

of the animated film Luv & Kush: The Amazing Twins

• Cartoon Comic Workshop for children between the ages of 8 and 15, given by illustrator Francisco Tapias.

INTERCULTURAL WEEK IN ARROYO DE LA ENCOMIENDA, VALLADOLID
JUNE 4th – 9th
As part of the series of events to get to know other cultures organised by the Arroyo de la Encomienda
Town Council, the Escuela de la India team collaborated in programming and carrying out the following
activities:
•

Exhibition “Indian Musical Instruments” (June 4th – 15th). Indian music is known to be one of the
oldest surviving musical traditions in the world and its instruments reflect India’s great diversity of
cultures and traditions. Most of these instruments have evolved over centuries and each one has
its own interesting history. This exhibition, organised by Casa de la India in collaboration with the
Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), comprises 25 instruments representative of the Indian
range of sounds including string, wind and percussion instruments from different parts of the country.
The exhibition was held at the Casa de Cultura in La Flecha, Valladolid.

•

Intercultural workshops for educational centres in Arroyo de la Encomienda (June 5th to 8th). These
introductory workshops on Indian culture using the educational pedagogy of the poet, multidisciplinary
artist and educator Rabindranath Tagore allowed the students to express themselves through poetry,
the novel, theatre, music, dance and art in its diverse expressions. Interactive activities were organised
with the aim of showing Indian culture from diverse perspectives and realities through different
cultural expressions. Workshops were held in the following centres:
Raimundo de Blas Infants and Primary School, La Flecha, Valladolid, June 5th.
Raimundo de Blas Infants and Primary School, La Flecha, and Margarita Salas Infants and Primary School,
La Vega, Valladolid, June 6th.
Margarita Salas Infants and Primary School, La Vega, Valladolid, June 7th.
Elvira Lindo Infants and Primary School, La Flecha, Valladolid, June 8th.

•

Festival of stories and songs (June 9th). Traditional Indian stories carry with them the essence of a
hugely diverse ancient culture. Different workshops were available as part of the festival: on make-up,
traditional and modern dances, popular games and stories which were ‘dramatised’ by the participants.

•

India – Flamenco Show: a music and dance encounter (June 9th, Plaza de Toros). The performance
was given by the Bhakti Group (de la Fuente, Nantha Kumar, Ido Segal) and guest artists José Salinas
(flamenco singer), Raúl Olivar (flamenco guitar) and Arturo Aguilar (flamenco dancer). A creation that
emerges from the encounter and exchange between Indian and Spanish artists who search, more then
to create a collage of virtuosity, to get to the most profound root and come to the meeting of those
expressions that are, in the words of Federico García Lorca: “mothers of dance and music of all times”.
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PRESENTATION OF THE ESCUELA DE LA INDIA’S EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME,
2012 - 2013 ACADEMIC YEAR
September 13th
With the aim of publicising the educational programmes offered by Casa de la India, teachers and
representatives of educational centres from the city and province of Valladolid were invited to a
presentation by the Escuela de la India at the Casa de la India centre on the September 13th.
During this event, a brief overview of Rabindranath Tagore’s educational theories was given and the
Escuela de la India team of education professionals and teachers presented the projects of the previous
year. A range of fun activities based on the ancient and multicultural aspects of Indian society were
presented for the 2012 - 2013 academic year. The aim of this educational programme is to broaden
intercultural awareness amongst school-goers and to encourage communication and understanding
between people of different cultures.

INTERCULTURAL EDUCATIONAL DAY FOR THE DIDACTIC DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL
AND EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID
JANUARY 24TH & NOVEMBER 29TH
As part of the “Intercultural Education” module of the Primary Education degree of the Didactic
Department of Social and Experimental Sciences of the Faculty of Education and Social Work of the
University of Valladolid Escuela de la India organised two intercultural days at Casa de la India. Taking
advantage of the activities organised throughout 2012 related to Rabindranath Tagore, Escuela de la
India introduced the students to this great Indian educator, humanist and writer. The Escuela de la
India team also introduced the students to the different activities they carry out, following some of
Tagore’s most important educational and didactic principles, through the workshop “The School of
the Poet”.

INDIAN CULTURE IN THE CLASSROOMS OF LA MERCED SECONDARY SCHOOL, VALLADOLID
JANUARY 24TH & NOVEMBER 29TH
Indian culture was present in a very special way in the classrooms of La Merced Secondary School.
This project was made possible thanks to the efforts of the team of teachers Luis Carretero Ajo, Asunción
Cuadrado, Noemí Fernández and Ruth Sánchez in collaboration with Casa de la India. The activities took
place both in the school classrooms as well as at the Casa de la India centre in the heart of Valladolid.
This pilot project with La Merced Secondary School, which for some years now has been a bilingual
(Spanish – English) centre of learning, allowed students to make contact with students in India at the
DPS International (Delhi Public Schools International) in New Delhi, where the students are learning
Spanish. This virtual meeting took place via indianet.es and allowed Indian and Spanish students to meet
each other.
The following project milestones were set, to be reached over the 2012 – 2013 academic year:
•

To produce teaching materials in different formats

•

To maintain contact with DPS International in New Delhi, India

•

To impart lectures and events on Indian culture and society in English

•

 o set up the “Tagore Virtual Classroom” between La Merced Secondary School in Valladolid, Spain and
T
DPS International in New Delhi, India.

3.3.5. GUIDED CULTURAL VISITS OF CASA DE LA INDIA
The aim of this activity is to encourage schoolchildren to get to know Casa de la India via a programme of
visits and workshops at Casa de la India. The visits and workshops are catered to each group of students
and allow them direct contact with Indian culture. The visits include a guided tour of the building, taking
advantage of any exhibitions that are being held at the time to help explain different aspects of Indian
culture. In 2012, the following visits took place:
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GUIDED VISITS TO THE EXHIBITION “THE COMIC IN INDIA”.
Casa de la India gave over much of its May programme to the comic, not only because of the growing
popularity of the comic medium in India but also because, in the last few years, Indian themes have
become popular in this genre all over the world. The series of events dedicated to the comic in India
included the exhibition “The Comicin India”; the presentation of the first volume of the planned trilogy of
the comic book version in Spanish of the epic Mahabharata by Miguel Gómez Andrea, "Gol”; the screening
of an animated film version of the epic Ramayana; and a conference on the comic book legend Stan Lee.
The exhibition “The Comic in India” included comics from India and also well known comics from around
the world that have stories set in India. The following guided visits were organised:
•
•

Parque Alameda Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, March 3rd & 4th.
Puente de Simancas Infants and Primary School, Simancas, Valladolid, May 3rd & 4th.

3.3.6. DIDACTIC CONCERT
“A MUSICAL JOURNEY WITH INDIAN MUSIC AND DANCE”
MAY 28th & 29th, CASA DE LA INDIA
Through this didactic concert the artists offered the audience a musical tour of the different types
of Indian instruments by introducing them and then playing them live, and showing the relationship
between music, dance and gestural expression that characterise the Indian performing arts. This didactic
concert gave the young audience an introduction to Indian music and helped spark their interest in
other cultures. Music, and the performing arts, is an important tool for cultural expression and in India
this also means the devotional, spiritual and philosophical expression of its peoples. Not forgetting of
course contemporary India, that makes the whole country’s population buzz with its music and dance
which crosses frontiers to mingle with other music and dances to become what today we call fusion,
world music and, within an Indian context, Bollywood.
The concert was given by the Bhakti Group and the following centres enjoyed it:
•

Marina Escobar Infants and Primary School, Valladolid.

•

Cigales Secondary School, Cigales, Valladolid.

•

Marqués de Lozoya Secondary School, Cuellar Segovia.

•

Nuñez de Arce Secondary School, Valladolid.

•

Ribera del Cega Secondary School, Mojados, Valladolid.

3.4. SCHOLARSHIP AND INTERNSHIP PROGRAMMES IN INDIA
SCHOLARSHIPS FROM THE INDIAN COUNCIL FOR CULTURAL RELATIONS (ICCR)
OF THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
Casa de la India collaborated in publicising and informing interested parties of the scholarships offered
by the Government of India, via the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR). The scholarships were
part of the academic year 2012 - 2013 Programme for Cultural Exchange between India and Spain.
The scholarships are aimed at Spanish students wishing to undertake graduate or postgraduate studies,
or research in Indian universities and educational Institutions.

FARO GLOBAL 2012 GRANTS PROGRAMME FOR WORK EXPERIENCE IN INDIA
The FARO Global grants programme is a project managed by the Spanish Ministry of Education that
encourages university students to take advantage of work experience opportunities in companies in Europe,
Asia, North America and Canada. The programme is open to all students in their final years of undergraduate
studies in all Spanish universities and aims to give these students a chance for better employment prospects
thanks to their improved skills and abilities. By means of the agreement between Casa de la India and the
General Foundation of the University of Valladolid, a total of 23 students undertook their work experience in
India. Feedback showed a high rating of satisfaction by both students and participating companies.
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4. LIBRARY
Casa de la India’s library specialises in information about India. The library’s main functions are to
support Casa de la India’s educational and cultural activities, as well as giving to readers and researchers
a point of access to India’s rich cultural heritage.
The library collection specializes in India and comprises printed books, magazines, audiovisual (DVD,
CD, VCD) and multimedia (CD-ROM) materials. Although most of the resources are in English, there is
a growing Spanish collection and there are also materials in various Indian languages such as Hindi,
Bengali and Malayalam. Library members have access to films, documentaries, music and books - fiction
(novels, poetry and plays) and non-fiction – organised by subject and covering many topics such as
philosophy, religion, society, politics, economy, travel, history and art, to name but a few.
During 2012, as in 2011, the library continued its overall acquisitions policy with the aim of incorporating
materials that not only enhance the overall library collection but that are also specifically related to
Casa de la India’s activities.
The Casa de la India library catalogue remains an integrated part of the Castilla and León Libraries
network catalogue. The lending policy means that a person can borrow two books and one CD, DVD
or CD-ROM at any one time. The lending period for books is 15 days and for audiovisual or multimedia
material, 7 days. Library users can now not only consult the catalogue (http://rabel.jcyl.es), but they can
also reserve and renew resources on-line.
The Casa de la India library is open to the public from Monday to Friday (except public holidays) from
10:00 to 14:00 and from 17:00 to 20:00 and can be accessed with either of the following two types of
membership:
•

 embership of the Castilla and León Libraries network (Bibliotecas de Castilla y León). This card can
M
be obtained from any of the libraries that form part of the RABEL (Red de Bibliotecas de Castilla y León)
network and must be shown in order to borrow any library resource.

•

As an Amigo of Casa de la India (all categories). This card must be shown in order to use the library or
Haveli garden reading and study areas. Amigos of Casa de la India can also benefit from other library
services such as narrowcasting (selective dissemination of information) and Wi-Fi.

JOSÉ PAZ TAGORE COLLECTION DONATION
The highlight of this year in terms of the growth of Casa de la India’s library as a research centre
came when educator and collector José Paz donated one of the most important private collections on
Rabindranath Tagore in the world to Casa de la India. This donation comprises around 30,000 volumes
in many different languages from all over the world, including the main European languages, with
numerous first editions in Bengali. The collection includes a copy of the first English edition of Gitanjali
published in 1912. This was probably Tagore’s most important work and earned him the Nobel Prize for
Literature, making him the first Asian to receive the award. Also deserving special mention among the
volumes is The Golden Book of Tagore published, with the help of his friends from around the world,
to commemorate his 70th birthday and of which only 500 copies were printed in 1931. The collection
also has books and studies about the author, works dedicated to his three educational institutions: the
new Santiniketan school, the Sriniketan farm-school and the International Visva-Bharati University,
periodicals directed and founded by Tagore, more than 2,000 music CDs, videos, documentaries, pictures,
prints, photographs and postage stamps. This collection will form the core of the "Rabindranath Tagore
Study and Research Centre" which, as part of the Casa de la India library, which will have as its main
purpose to preserve, study and promote the work of the Bengali genius.
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5. COOPERATION AND ENTERPRISE
5.1. VI SPAIN-INDIA TRIBUNE
MARCH 21th & 22nd, NEW DELHI, INDIA
The Spain-India Tribune is a dialogue forum that Casa de la India, Casa Asia and the Indian Council of
World Affairs (ICWA) offer the civil societies of both countries, with the support and close collaboration
of the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, the Indian Ministry of External Affairs. The
Tribune is a forum that hopes to strengthen relations between the two countries in the areas of economy,
education and society. To achieve this, the Tribune is organised as a series of roundtable sessions that
provide a platform for debate on specific issues of mutual interest to India and Spain.
The sixth edition of the Spain-India Tribune, supported by the Spain-India Foundation Council, was held in New
Delhi on March 21st and 22nd and included the participation of civil society and government representatives
from both countries. In this edition of the Tribune, the emphasis was on the areas of economy, politics and
business. Participants from the world of finance, business and think-tanks included Pedro Solbes, President,
European think-tank FRIDE; Jose Maria Robles, International Corporate Affairs Director, Santander Bank; Joiel
Akilan, Chief Representative in India, BBVA Bank; Elisa Robles, Managing Director, Centre for Industrial and
Technological Development; Gonzalo Escribano, Director of the Energy Programme, Elcano Royal Institute;
Gonzalo Solana, Chair of International Business Management, Nebrija University; and César Álvarez Alonso,
Director of Institutional and International Relations, Universidad.es Foundation, and representing India:
R. K. Jain, Chairperson Centre for European Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University; A.K. Pasha, Professor,
Centre for West Asian Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University; Varun Sahni, Professor, Centre for International
Politics, Organisation and Disarmament Jawaharlal Nehru University; Vijay Sakhuja, Director of Research,
Indian Council for World Affairs, ICWA; Shiv S. Mukherjee, advisor to the Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce, FICCI; and S. K. Bhattacharyya, former Managing Director, State Bank of India.
Diplomatic and institutional representatives included Ernesto Zulueta, Director General for North America,
Asia and Pacific, Spanish Ministry for Foreign Affairs and Cooperation; Francisco Javier Elorza, Ambassador of
Spain to India; Inma Riera, Member of Parliament, CIU Party; Jose Eugenio Salarich, Secretary General, SpainIndia Council Foundation; Juan Jose Herrera de la Muela, General Director, Casa Asia; and Guillermo Rodríguez,
Director, Casa de la India; and representing India: Madhusudan Ganapathi, Secretary (West), Indian Ministry
of External Affairs; Kanwal Sibal, former Foreign Secretary of India; S.K. Bhutani, former Ambassador, Indian
Government; Dilip Lahiri, former Ambassador of India to Spain; Mr. B. Bhattacharyya, Solicitor General of India;
T. Sreedhar, Joint Secretary, Department of Fisheries, Indian Ministry of Agriculture; Suryakanthi Tripathi,
former Ambassador of India to Spain; and Sarvajit Chakravarti, Deputy Director General, ICWA. The head of
the Spanish Basque autonomous government, Patxi Lopez, also attended the opening session of the Tribune.
He happened to be in India during these same dates as the head of an important business delegation.
This year’s Tribune began by assessing the conclusions and actions that resulted from the previous
edition of the Tribune held in 2010 in Madrid, Spain. The areas for consideration and debate in this sixth
edition were: perspective on the evolution of political and economic order in Europe and Asia; political
and strategic development in North Africa, West Asia and the Indian Ocean; global trade, financial
institutions, currency issuing and monetary policies; key factors for economic competitiveness and
large-scale infrastructure projects; culture and knowledge. Also during the Tribune, two information and
communication sites were presented: the Casa Asia “India and South Asia Observatory”, an information
and knowledge multidisciplinary platform about this area of the world, and the online platform “indianet.
es” which is a joint initiative by Casa de la India and the Embassy of India in Spain.
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5.2. "INDIAN FUTURE LEADERS PROGRAMME" IN VALLADOLID
MAY 30th, CASA DE LA INDIA
The Spain-India Council Foundation organised the first edition of the "Indian Future Leaders Programme"
in 2012, which was held in the cities of Madrid, Valladolid and Barcelona from May 27th to June 2nd. The
main objective of this Programme is to present an updated version of the Spanish reality to a select
group of high profile Indian professionals and opinion makers, with the aim of fostering and maintaining
special ties between the Indian participants and Spain and, in the medium and long term, creating a
contact network between the participants and the Spanish industry professionals, business people and
institutions related to their area of expertise that they met during their visit to Spain.
On May 30th, Casa de la India welcomed the “Indian Future Leaders”, a group of ten well-known Indian
professionals from different areas of expertise, to Valladolid where they participated in roundtable
discussion titled “India in the 21st century: challenges and opportunities for Spain in a global world.
The vision of its future leaders”. After meeting with HRH Prince Felipe in Madrid, the group came to
Valladolid to discuss the challenges and opportunities that they foresaw for Spain on the global scene.
The session was organised by the Spain-India Council Foundation in collaboration with Casa de la
India, the University of Valladolid, Valladolid City Council, the Valladolid Chamber of Commerce and
Industry and El Norte de Castilla regional daily newspaper. The Indian participants in this first edition
of the Programme were opinion makers in business, academia, research and the media and are listed
alphabetically:
Reuben Abraham: Clinical Assistant Professor and Executive Director, Centre for Emerging Markets
Solutions, Indian School of Business, Hyderabad.
Sanaa Arora: research analyst, Strategic Foresight Group (think tank).
Indrajit Hazra: novelist and journalist. Writer of the Sunday Hindustan Times column ‘Red Herring’.
Sanjeev Kapoor: chef and entrepreneur. TV presenter, Khana Khazana TV Show, FoodFood Channel.
Alok Nanavaty: Director, Centrum (financial company).
Sunitha Raju: Chairperson (Research), Indian Institute of Foreign Trade.
Trilochan Sastry: Former Dean and Professor, Indian Institute of Management, Bengaluru.
Sanjeev Sharma: Professor and Head of Department of Biotechnology, Jaypee Institute of Information Technology.
Samarth Singh: CEO, Hybrid Content (brand management company).
Sharon Thomas: international film business and entertainment consultant.
‘Local participants’ in the roundtable session included Mohan Chainani, Vice-President of the SpainIndia Council Foundation; Guillermo Rodríguez, Director of Casa de la India; Luis Antonio Gómez Iglesias,
Valladolid City Council Councillor), Óscar Ramos, Director of the University of Valladolid Centre for Asian
Studies; and Carlos Aganz, Editor of El Norte de Castilla.

HRH the Prince Felipe of Asturias receives the “Indian Future Leaders” delegation at the Zarzuela Royal Palace.
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5.3. C OOPERATION IN EDUCATION AND ENTERPRISE
5.3.1. VISIT BY INDIAN EDUCATIONAL PROMOTERS AND CONSULTANTS
OCTOBER 3rd, VALLADOLID
A group of thirteen Indian educational promoters and consultants visited Casa de la India on October
3rd as part of their visit to Valladolid. The delegation’s visit was organised by eduSpain. eduSpain is
dedicated to teaching Spanish as a second language and as such an education consultancy organization
that advises students from all over the world about programs in Spain, whether in a university, professional school or language centre.
The group visited teaching centres for Spanish as a second or foreign language throughout Spain, and
after Madrid they continued their route with a visit to Valladolid, the only city they visited in Castilla y
León. In Valladolid, they had the opportunity to visit Spanish language teaching centres and learn more
about the programmes available.

5.3.2. C OLLABORATION BETWEEN THE UIVERSITIES OF AHMEDABAD
AND VALLADOLID
OCTOBER 15 th & 16th
Casa de la India welcomed in October an institutional visit by University of Ahmedabad representatives
to discuss cooperation projects between their university and the University of Valladolid. During their
visit, Praful Anubhai, Chairman of the Board of Management; Amarlal Kalro, Pro Vice Chancellor; and
Debasish Nayak, Director of the University’s Centre for Heritage Management, had a series of meetings
with the following representatives of the University of Valladolid: Marcos Sacristán, Vice Chancellor,
José María Marbán, Pro Vice Chancellor, Alberto and Julio Grijalba, architects and coordinators of
the "Heritage Management and Tourism" course that will be run by the University of Valladolid, José
Antonio Salvador Insúa, Director of the University’s Business School and Óscar Ramos, Director of the
University’s Centre for Asian Studies. As a result of these meetings, a joint action plan was designed and
formalised in a Collaboration MOU between both universities and a specific agenda of activities for the
2013 – 14 academic year: two training courses related to heritage management and conservation as an
economic resource aimed at tourism industry professionals, architects and managers, and two courses
on business opportunities in Spain and India aimed at business executives.
During this same visit, the delegation from Ahmedabad University met with University of Valladolid
Industrial Engineering Professor Juan Carlos Fraile, at the Faculty of Industrial Engineering, to discuss
starting an exchange programme for teachers and students. Continuing with the theme of business
cooperation, a meeting was arranged at Casa de la India between the Indian delegation and Rocío Royo,
Chief Business Officer of Amadix and Wim Martens, Market Analyst at ADE (Castilla y León Regional
Government Agency for Business Innovation, Funding and Internationalisation), to look at cooperation
possibilities in the biotechnology field.
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5.4. PARTICIPATION IN OTHER BUSINESS EVENTS
5.4.1. I SPAIN-INDIA CONCLAVE
MAY 28th, SIGNIUM INTERNATIONAL, MADRID
The aim of this forum organised by Signium International was to forge a closer relationship between
the cultures of Spain-India, trying to open common avenues of business development. The forumcocktail was presided over by Signium International Global Chairman and Signium International Spain
Managing Partner, Ignacio Bao and Signium International India Managing Partner Kiran Koppula. Also
present at the event were Himanshu Dube, Director of Signium International India; Gabriel Diaz, General
Manager of Aurobindo; María Novoa, Country Manager (Spain) of Tata Consultancy Services; Mónica
García, representative of ACC10; Naveen Mishra, Regional Manager (Europe) of Tata Motors; Estrella Nag,
Business Development Manager of Quest Global; and Guillermo Rodríguez, Director of Casa de la India,
to name just some of the participants.
The meeting was productive in both directions and interesting conclusions could be drawn on the business
channels for communication between different companies and organizations from both countries.

5.4.2. “MILLENNIUM” INTERNATIONAL INVENTIONS AND INVENTORS FAIR
JUNE 1ST – 3RD, MILLENNIUM DOME, VALLADOLID
The first edition of the “Millennium” International Inventions and Inventors Fair, at which India was the
guest country and where the latest developments in the world of invention, innovation and patents were
on display, was held at the Millennium Dome in Valladolid in June. Casa de la India also had a promotional
stand at the fair where some of the ‘inventions’ India has given to humankind were shown, such as the
numbers ‘0’ and ‘pi’, or games such as chess and Parcheesi. Thanks to the collaboration efforts of
Casa de la India, the Embassy of India in Spain and the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce
(FICCI), the participation of the following Indian companies in the fair was secured: National Innovation
Foundation Perpetuuiti TechnoSoft Services Pvt Ltd, Neuecotechs and SiliconLabs Pvt.Limited.
The Fair was opened by the Mayor of Valladolid, Javier León de la Riva, along with the President of the
Spanish Association of Inventors, Miguel Ángel Viñas; the President of the Castilla y León Association of
Inventors, Enrique Villacé; and the Counsellor of the Embassy of India in Spain, K.R. Rajan Pillai.
During of the Fair, Casa de la India helped orchestrate the signing of a collaboration MOU on June 3rd
between the Castilla y León Association of Inventors and the National Innovation Foundation of India
and a framework MOU between Valladolid City Council and the Society for Research and Initiatives for
Sustainable Technologies and Institutions (SRISTI) of Ahmedabad, the city with which Valladolid signed
a Friendship Agreement in 2009. SRISTI is a non-governmental organization set up to strengthen the
creativity of grassroots inventors, innovators and “ecopreneurs” engaged in conserving biodiversity and
developing eco-friendly solutions to local problems. This aim of this agreement is develop actions to
encourage innovation, economic development, and the promotion of the entrepreneurial spirit and the
support of the setting up of innovative grass-roots companies.

5.4.3. INFORMATIVE DAY “INDIA, LAND OF OPPORTUNITY”
SEPTEMBER 18th, HIGH COUNCIL OF SPANISH CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE, MADRID
In honour of the visit to Spain by the Director of the European Business and Technology Centre in Nueva
Delhi, Poul V. Jensen, the Consejo Superior de Cámaras de Comercio (High Council of Spanish Chambers
of Commerce) organised an Informative Conference regarding the opportunities offered by India in the
clean energy sector (biotechnology, energy, transport and the environment). The Conference, aimed
at business people keen to improve economic relations with India, also had the following speakers:
Julián López-Arenas, Director of Institutional Relations, Consejo Superior Cámaras de Comercio; Julio
Juberías President of the Bilateral Committee of Spanish-Indian Business Cooperation; K.R. Rajan Pillai,
Counsellor of the Embassy of India in Spain; Ricardo Rubianes, Department of International Technological
Cooperation of Centre for Industrial Technological Development, CDTI; and Guillermo Rodríguez Martín,
Director of Casa de la India, as well as other institutional representatives.
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5.5. INTERNSHIP PROGRAMMES IN INDIA
FARO GLOBAL 2012 INTERNSHIP GRANTS PROGRAMME
The FARO Global grants programme is a project managed by the Spanish Ministry of Education that
encourages University students to take advantage of work experience opportunities in companies in
Europe, Asia, North America and Canada. The programme is open to all students in their final years of
undergraduate studies in all Spanish universities and aims to give these students a chance for better
employment prospects thanks to their improved skills and abilities.
The General Foundation of the University of Valladolid (FUNGE) has run the FARO Global grants
programme since 2002. Aware of how the opportunities that this type of work experience, in a quality
company in a rapidly developing country like India, could benefit bilateral corporate relations between
Spain and India, Casa de la India began a collaboration with the FUNGE in 2010 with the following
responsibilities to the FARO programme:
• Active diffusion and coordination of the FARO Global grants programme among companies and
institutions in India, with the aim of obtaining offers for work experience placements for approximately
7 months.
• To act as the link between the FUNGE and interested companies, Spanish and Indian, to resolve any
issues that arise.
• To provide consultancy services to the FARO Global management team for issues specifically related
to the grants programme, such as visas, lodging, etc.
• Maintain an updated country file which includes travel suggestions, useful addresses, as well as other
information that may be useful to an intern living in India.
By means of the agreement between Casa de la India and the General Foundation of the University of
Valladolid, a total of 23 students undertook their work experience in India in 2012. Feedback showed a
high rating of satisfaction by both students and participating companies.
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